Before you think God’s not in this ask these questions of yourself.
Would you have done any of this for yourself?
On you own?
When?
Without being put to the task?

True Healing and Recovery
1. Doesn’t happen until you hit full rock bottom.
2. Some else helps you through it.
3. Never heal if you only keep people around who enable you to
not deal with things.
Without either it never happens.
Chip Ingram thought these would help.
No strings attached.

On loan to you.

We feel GUILT when we hold ourselves up to PERFECTION. OR WHEN WE THINK OTHERS EXPECT THAT OF US.
GIVE YOUSELF permission to fail!

80-90% of anger; IS displaced ANGER.
Nature of ministry: in the end a good ministry or false ministry will be obvious.
If you feel, nervousness, fear you are functioning out of a heart idolatry. Fear, or control. Ruin relationship because
see other person in negative light until one gets their heart idle out of our heart. Heart idles lie. Lack of forgiveness,
self-righteousness is a control idle, because you want the other person to hurt like you are. It tells you that when a
problem horizontally then you know that you have a vertical problem. Is God your head, or you not trusting God.
PUURPOSE of the CHURCH To teach everything when gathered in fellowship: 1. Through prayers, 2. Preaching and
teaching: money, learning, teaching, family, each roles, skills in life, 3. Model in life.

5 Signs He is a good man.
1. PROMISES – A man’s word is his currency. A respectable man is a man of his word. He says what he means and
means what he says. His word is his bond. A good man will keep his promises to his woman. He won’t break
dates and be a no call and no show. He will not play with your emotions. He remembers to call you when he says
he will. A man who values his woman keeps his promises. That is the way he shows that he cares.
2. KNOCKING BOOTS is something that is natural to human nature. However, pressuring a woman whom he just
met is not of a good man’s nature. A man who has any intentions of being a good mate to you does not pressure
you in that way when he meets you. A woman is not a vehicle to be driven. Her body does not need to be test
driven. A woman is a gift from God, and her time, attention and affection should be appreciated, not taken for
granted. If a woman meets a man who wants to test drive her physical body, emotions and feelings. It’s best that
she point him to a car dealership, bid him goodbye and don’t look back! A woman deserves a good man who will
respect her.
3. TERRITORY – A good man will let a woman know what place she has in his life. He will give you a title, whether
that title be friend, girlfriend, woman, lady, or wife, he will introduce you as such. He will introduce you according
to how he feels about a woman, no surprises. Good men in general tend to be very protective. We mark our
territory. If a good man loves you, he is willing to profess it to others.
4. SELFLESS – A good man is not a selfish man. He puts his woman first and is always sure to address any issues or
concerns that she may have. A good man desires to do things that make his woman happy. The opinions of his
lady count to him. He understands that a happy wife means a happy life.
5. MISSION – When a good man wakes up in the morning, his mission is to make sure that his family is taken care of
in every way, to the best of his ability. He wants to make sure his woman is happy and satisfied. Providing for the
people he loves and cares about, whether it’s financially or with sweat equity, it’s all a part of a good man’s DNA.
A good man has no limits to the things he provides for those he loves.* A good man believes in uplifting his
community, whether that be in terms of mentorship, volunteering his time or allowing himself to be an image
that youth can look up to. The people in his life label him as a good man.
6. A good man has a desire to protect and provide for his woman. Even if he may currently not have the financial
ability to provide for a woman he still has a deep desire to. If he doesn’t want to see his mother working
diligently chances are he does not want to see his woman work diligently either.

If a man is committed he'll hold his ground & grow through misunderstandings. 4 months of his marriage talk +" woman he
was going to marry, whole package for him", week after swearing he’d always be there for me. Then 2 days after our thisour that, add onto house, move there, he denies relationship in front of 300 of his friends at church while everywhere else he
is the boyfriend/husband in actions/talk. A day later suddenly doesn’t love anymore, Relationship ended less than 5 days
after commit. D.H.; Satan’s first move is attack your mind. THE 1ST THING HE DOES IS TO CAST DOUBTS ABOUT OTHERS. (He
BLINDS THE MINDS OF PEOPLE so THEY CAN’T ASSERTAIN.) (Your under spiritual attack, so was I, it wasn’t the time to
abandon your mate/friend– you fell for Satan’s scheme.) {Root of our trouble was SATANIC OPPISSION to our
union/marriage.} Shock to be in the hands of a man with a silver spoon jammed so deep in his eye since birth he playing
power games because his wealth means he can dispose of people at will. Two main reasons why men question their
girlfriend’s fidelity: Either they’re afraid there’s someone out there, who's better than them, or he cheated and now he’s
afraid she’s going to do the same thing or leave. If men lack self-esteem there’s a very good possibility he’ll ruin the
relationship even though he wants to be with her. Controlling vs being genuine, & building a relationship. She gives 100%, he
withholds, lies, deceives, hunts for fault, is bitter, is secretly hateful. If he wants a relationship he'll have to put effort into it
investing will, resolve, $, peace like to rest of us. Gentlemen if your filled with FEARS: start to finish, don't expect a woman to
take you seriously in reliability or commitment departments. Takes 2 people present, committed to build something. If you
think things won't come up in relationships, like misunderstandings, or different viewpoints, which need to be addressed or
at the least acknowledge the different opinions. Then put it to rest by both; if you expect every moment to be head in the
clouds. Your delusional, deceiving yourself & her that you are solid or ready for a serious relationship. Oh, SAND IN THE
WIND. Sifted out a player from non-players-called him on his game. Scripture say don’t entertain fools or the ungodly.
D.H.; Satan’s first move is attack your mind. THE 1ST THING HE DOES IS TO CAST DOUBTS ABOUT OTHERS. (He BLINDS THE
MINDS OF PEOPLE so THEY CAN’T ASSERTAIN.) (Your under spiritual attack, so was I, it wasn’t the time to abandon your
mate/friend– you fell for Satan’s scheme.) {Root of our trouble was SATANIC OPPISSION to our union/marriage.} Shock to be
in the hands of a man with a silver spoon jammed so deep in his eye since birth he playing power games because his wealth
means he can dispose of people at will. Two main reasons why men question their girlfriend’s fidelity: Either they’re afraid
there’s someone out there, who's better than them, or he cheated and now he’s afraid she’s going to do the same thing or
leave. Life has a domino effect as you go; so does the family, friends, & associates in your life. If men lack self-esteem there’s
a very good possibility he’ll ruin the relationship even though he wants to be with her. Controlling vs being genuine, &
building a relationship. She gives 100%, he withholds, lies, deceives, hunts for fault, is bitter, is secretly hateful. Men if you
want a relationship you'll have to put effort into it investing: will, resolve, $, peace like to rest of us. Gentlemen if you’re filled
with FEARS: start to finish, don't expect a woman to take you seriously in reliability departments. Takes 2 people present,
committed to build something. If you think things won't come up in relationships, like misunderstandings, or different
viewpoints, which need to be addressed or at the least acknowledge the different opinions. Then put it to rest by discussion;
if you expect every moment to be head in the clouds. You’re delusional, deceiving yourself & her that you are solid or ready
for a serious relationship.
Oh, SAND IN THE WIND. Sifted out his game.
That "I was a true Proverbs 31 woman, and the whole and complete package everything he was looking for Daniel Hampton."
Yet he failed to come through with a permanent relationship he had promised, vowed, and " inspired to have" because of his
dwelling on fear and planting the seeds of FEAR in his mind and imagination. Then used the excuse "we are too different."
Not so according to the Briggs Meyer physiological tests. What I value & what you bragged you were. Even after suggesting I
buy a wedding dress, move West, & completely overturn my life to be near him. Which brings me to . . .
Fear & Faith cannot abide/live in the heart at the same time. Examples: 1. Most often people whom stress don't want drama
are those whom are hypersensitive and overly critical over everything you do and/or say. 2. Condemning someone for

putting fruit pits in lid of drink bottle with the intent to do harm & to mold drink jug vs the truth of using the lid to save the
countertop finish from cherry stains.
Accepting abuse is enabling the abuser. Not LOVE. Regardless of what or how something is said it is an international incident
or a criminal offence. They are the only ones allowed to rationalize.
Church traditions can cause counterfeit of God’s will because, it binds people to a minimal understanding and acceptance of
God in their lives.
Fear blocks us from learning and lean into what would be good for us. And from receiving.
The fear factor ruins relationships, fun factor builds; so don’t have access to your fears. Address and drop them.
As a “true christian” there should be no living in Light: Follow: means to preceed, behave passionately pursue. Respond: to
truth or light that he will give you and if you don’t one day God will take the light away.
PRIDE and entitlement prevent teachability.
Did you ever think God sent me to help you heal? Answer to prayer?
Did God say anywhere the brokenness is pain free?
Likewise did he promise pain free healing?
Did he say, his ways are logical or a glory and mystery to be hold?
(Jealousy spider is small fluorescent green usually lodges in nostrils, jugular, or in genital openings. Most be removed via
spiritual warfare. Feels like ripping flesh when pulled out. Roots go deep like warts in which legs form tentacles like an
octopus as they dig in an grip.) I am jealous that you are allowed to sin without consequence & without regard to other
people’s feelings and or situations, and without having to give much of anything to the relationship. Not fair. Selfish.)
When Christ (Yahshua) was moved by people's faith it triggered a deep compassionate LOVE to ebb from him. This is the
healing LOVE. Frequency 528. So too, is the spoken steady deep but not hard voice of a man. Especially in spoken prayer.
Probably why women love it when men talk to them.
How Yahweh (God) designed us to heal the earth. We are made in the image of God/Yahweh. (Like, same as. ( Reflection of.)
What he was talking about goes beyond the hands on physical effort. But which is part of the picture. What God was meaning
was once we had the "infilling" of the Holy Spirit we were then empowered to be the good stewards of the earth and all its
inhabitants. Being good stewards of the land means healing the soil, which in turn provides whole nutrition for the people
and the animals that feed on the vegetation from the land. And in turn our consumption of the healthy animals raised on the
whole soils. Plants need twenty some nutrients for health, vitality, disease and insect resistance. Currently 5-7 minerals are
applied. People need about 200 different minerals, & vitamins. Balanced soil ends world hunger and food shortages, and the
disease associated with malnutrition; cancers. This leaves only the illnesses from our sins or the sins of our ancestors. It
usually starts with a heart issue. We are to love our neighbor as ourselves. Heal each other. Healing is all about LOVE. Innate,
intrinsic, none cultured, & no associative love. Giving your attention/presence is often seen by a child asking, watch me as
love. The same for us if we see God in a situation, we feel loved. We however try to get our intimate partners to fill this gap.
They can't, only the presence of God in our lives can. God commands physician heal thyself. Therefore the patient is the
healer and the vessel (fellow Christian human being) is the catalyst. The vessel allows the healer to heal themselves via

holding a high vibrational frequency field of 528. Long distance, touch, and spoken healing are demonstrated as true via
answered prayer, miraculous physical transformations, Genesis 2:26 or 28, and the new testament healing miracles of Christ,
his followers will do greater than the miracles he showed us were the way. The store houses in heaven are filled with whole
provision. God made us perfect and whole in his image. (This means we are imperfect only as a consequence of delusional
(false) thinking or sin.) Resonance and entrainment cause the area being healed to change its vibration to match that of the
conduit vessel. Energy follows thought. Renewing of the mind & body.
Example: A new born child with alcohol caused deformities in all areas to be completely in normal range physically and
mentally in 10 months via healing touch from all family members Touch deprivation is abusive, therefore, abundant touch
would be healthy & beneficial. If it was a case of physical touch, a mechanical stroker with a warm fuzzy would suffice,
Quantum Touch's true value is the God Spark energy and love in the touch. Miraculous instant healing by resonance and
entrainment up to God's vibration, love. This is the highest level ever. This divine love, permeates all living things. Even the
human aura. This healing only works if the healer (receiver) has faith. Minimum amount required: a mustard seeds size.
Even feeling you had less, loosen by Yahshua help me in my disbelief. Every time Yahshua was moved with compassion,
because of what a person said or did in FAITH. The showing of faith, he released his love upon the situation and miracles
happened.
Miracles happen because we rise to God's vibrational level. His high standard and we are healed via divine love.
Men are to contribute something to the people around them and create an environment where healthy relationships can
flourish. "The more you can see intimacy and family as a project the more meaningful, and the more excited you will be
about it. Building, creating, and feeling their power. When men don't think like this, they will often use creativity and power
in unhealthy ways.
Finding resolutions to longings from a woman equals relationship death. Filling the gap of your inability to "___".
When men in the industrial age left homes and farms for factory work they disconnected their sense of worth from the wellbeing of wives and children, and began associating worth with efficiency and productivity in manufacturing. Raising healthy
homes and developing intimacy became monopolized by woman. Valuing career over a family life often brings a masculine
identity crisis and a unhealthy view point. Approaching family and its members like a coach, encouraging growth, forward
movement, and speaking of eaches valuable traits/skills to all present in public and private builds something in the hearts of
his family and his self. Everything in a marriage relationship should be about RESTORATION. When you hit a point of tension
and instability in a relationship - family's should pick a point in the future where they want to be , hit the gas, and build their
vision. Relationships have a way of stabilizing when they are in motion.
Are you a Peeping Tom of people's souls going through neighborhoods wondering what sins they are doing in there? Do you
try to control whoever you loved so she doesn't get away? Using passive control? Using fear and guilt to get a grip around
her heart, without exception killing whatever love that has grown?
Two causes of this usually: 1. using women to heal old wounds, 2. false beliefs that you could be made complete by having
any of these women in your life.
Once your obsession with her is gone; you realize while sitting across from her you hadn't known her long enough to feel love
for her in the first place.
But if over time you could build respect, admiration, and attraction for the woman THEN she'd SEEM to have the traits to go
the distance.

Truth was, there never was anything wrong with her. It was a matter of YOUR FAITH – prespective!.
“Broke up with me because of too different!” One I wasn’t the relationship traitor. Briggs Meyer said otherwise. Lack of
understanding what I was talking about SEE “Quantum Touch” The power to heal by Richard Gordon. Pages 3, 4, 7, 10, 12,
15, 16,17, 18,20,22,24,31,32.
All the bragging about how many people are always dropping by ranch unannounced and how they are welcome. However,
I’m supposed to call ahead? Why? And 7 days after “you’d never leave me you’re going to have the sheriff drag me off if I
even so much as step on the grass.” You owe your ex-girl friend ; “friend” a serious amount of mental, spiritual, emotional &
relationship RESTITUTION! The rib of man was formed into a suitable companion for Adam in whom Adam was responsible
for. As Adam MAN is the servant of God/Lord and in trusted with care/keeping of the “treasure his master left him in charge
of too prosper the bountiful gift. The one with flightiness’ infidelity, and loyalty problems, it is you.
Who are the people allowed to come and go from the Ranch freely; but I’m not the “woman you intended to marry? Why do
you forgive other people but not “the woman you intend to marry”?

Insecurity’s
1.
2.
3.
4.

Believability
Credential – not worthy to represent or do.
Capability – everyone is insecure about something.
Innate capability is an illusion. We thing they were born with. “Out Liars”. Simple amount of time spent at it. Effort,
tireless effort. Be careful with agreeing with God in the idea, but not in the actual application you say find someone
else. Whom am I, and you get passive.

Concurring insecurity
All of us are no body. Only God can fill the Gap you feel.
There is life and death in your words Dan. Or the lack of them.
How you START a conversation , Is how it will END.
Ask WHY the person believes what they are doing instead.
“Discharge emotional energy first. Emotions need to be removed before conversation OR it goes badly.”, Radio & Dan
Hampton. Take your own advice Daniel.
MEN when you apologize to your woman first, regardless of whom is at fault, your woman will feel safe, & protected by
you. Therefore, she can disclose to you with honesty. This builds intimacy for both of you. And she’ll think you are kind,
generous & a super hero in her eyes.

Dan, Telling your “fabulous, Proverbs 31, the whole package” woman, for four out of six
months as a couple you going to marry her and then 3 days after the last similar comment
completely deny our relationship in church & a day later that you don’t love her is complete
shit!!!!!!!!!!

You either love me and are lying above; or you do not know what biblical love is – verses lustful
desires. If your love faded it is because what gave you the love feelings wasn’t being done
anymore or you dwelt so much on fear of “this and that”; the love feelings went away replaced
with fear. A simple mind check/recommitment, and request for certain actions would simply
bring this love back. Have FAITH. Love by FAITH. Love Biblically.
I thought we were going to go to church a lot, do ministry together, mission work together, ranch together, do your
fun stuff together, do my fun stuff together. So???
Where there is no cross, shell of religion (not acquitted of his sins), there is no forgiveness, a man still remains guilty
before God.
Identity is only what Yahweh/Yahshua says you are.
When Serving God – You will endure hardships, a lot.
One of the most serious sins in all of scripture because demonstrate total disregard for God’s commandment to love one
another. Any on whom speaks against or (judgmentally attitudes) JUDGES his brother SPEAKS against THE LAW. SO you
judge the law, meaning you’re not keeping it but sitting in JUDGEMENT ON IT, Put yourself as JUDGE. You don’t know all
the knowledge and the parties involved, God is the only one whom can. When you put yourself as judge, you make
yourself judge, evaluator, the righteous one, all knowing one, and you communicate “this is the way it is”. You’re
speaking against the law, breaking the law yourself. (The right way which I have been trying do for 3 months.: GO TO THE
PERSON PERSONALLY IN ATTITUDE OF LOVE i CONCERN YOUR LIFE IN SPRITURE BUT YOUR REFUSE TO HEAR ME OUT in
any way.)

“Means you are playing GOD.” Not loving your neighbor as yourself, God greatest

commandment! Romans 16 If it doesn’t break scripture. Let them not be judgment how are your to judge the servant of
GOD?
DO NOT JUDGE or you will be judged back onto yourself. By your words you will be condemned. Ponder the
consequences of your speech. “Just friends” “I don’t Love you.” You announced a NO relationship to the public and to
Joni. You Undermined the very validity of Christian life, your commit to our future, our past time together, .wither you’d
be there for Joni in the future,
Put to death your girlfriend spiritually after months of repeatedly hinting marriage then because you are coveting your
FEAR, worry, Power, control, fault finding questions vs abiding and asking about things to enjoy and learn about a her.
Verses abiding and enjoying each other, working on things as they came up. Casual like!
To distress: BE more sound of mind:
1.
2.

Have squeezed lemon juice for tension, anxiety, depression, confusion, fatigue and anger.
wake up between REM cycles, not in the middle of one

3 peeping at fish and swaying seaweed in a fish tank for five minutes is enough to induce an immediate--almost
hypnotic--sense of calm.

Bitterness: from being broke up inside, confused.

To live with purposeful intention: Develops the feelings of love. To do something daily for the other person to convey
they are of value to you. These actions convey love over time. Lust just happens, love take time to develop. To develop
love you do acts of kindness/tenderness daily. Not just to the one you think you will marry; but to everyone. Develop
that biblical love and grace.
Live with purposeful intention even when in heat of disagreement; can still stop and say I’m committed to us a couple
even though mad, or disappointed, etc.
Easier for a man to work 16 hour days than to put himself under the cross dying to hopes dreams, reality of life, it’s the
devils lie which says you can’t what are you going to do without that? Do you want luck or divine blessing. Not my will
but thine will be done. God forbid I put my hope or glory in anything else other than Yahshua.
Beware than placing children before God, putting children before God puts children at a disadvantage.
Discharge emotional energy first. Emotions need to be removed before conversation OR it goes badly.
Discharge emotional energy first. Emotions need to be removed before conversation OR it goes badly.
24m NO FATHER IN HOME EDUCATION GOES DOWN CRIME & SEX UP , ADULT EMPLOYMENT GOES DOWN. 80% RAPIST
75% DRUG ADDITCED, 70 % ALOCHOL , 89%
A DISTRATORS COME FROM THE MODEL OUTSIDE OF A ONE WOMAN ONE MAN MODEL.
“King David”.

House always divided

Put on Armor with all prayer and in commission that God does super natural things.
Pray BIBICALLY where RADICALLY and consistent application of pray along with putting on the personal armor of God.
Paul says you completely deceiving yourself, lives must be PROGRESSIVE characterized by MORAL PIORITY!
INSIST on not walking as a Gentile. Command not to live the old selfish, completely out of the will of God., MIND is
blinded by sin. Progressively can no longer hear God’s voice & life falls apart. No longer hear God BECAUSE OF THE
Spiritual GNORANCE OF their MIND because of the HARDING OF the HEART, petrified. > Sear your conscious. Having
lost all sensitivity, callous,
How to know if you’re in love? Love is based on knowledge. What type of person, character.
1. Time: love grows , and all growth requires time. Infatuation comes on instantly.
2. Test of knowledge, Love grows out of appraisal all know characteristics of the person. Infatuation only from 1-2
characteristics.
3. Couple in love faces problems frankly and attempts to solve them. If barriers, approached intelligently & then
removed. If something isn’t fixable, they move ahead with God circumventing
Infatuation: problems tend to be glossed over. Judgment ability drops 40 points.
Singularity: love is centered on the one person. A infatuated person can be in love with 2 or more people at one time.
4. wisdom
What does it mean to really love someone?

Love is a Choice
Do you ever wonder what it means to really love someone? We’re bombarded today with movies and videos and
romance novels that give us a false image of what it means to love. If you think about it, most secular songs and movies
all say the same thing in different ways: love is an ooey-gooey feeling at that moment when two people stare into each
other’s eyes and they feel like they’re “in love.”
But this is not love. It’s called infatuation. Although infatuation is a natural and even beneficial response to attraction, it
should never be mistaken for love because it won’t sustain us. Love is more than a feeling.
Our model for what loving someone should look like is found in God’s Word, which teaches us that true love is
commitment. It is about sacrifice and it is also about choice.
The most loving thing Jesus did for us was when he choose to go the cross to die for our sins. He did this even though He
didn’t feel like it. In fact, on the night of his arrest Jesus was terrified and filled with great sorrow at the thought of being
crucified.
He prayed, “Father, if you are willing, please take this cup of suffering away from me. Yet I want your will to be done, not
mine." (Luke 22:42) Jesus didn’t feel like giving himself over to be crucified, but He still chose to go because of his
overwhelming love for the Father and for the people of the world. Jesus truly loved.
Now, here’s a game-changer idea. Are you ready to improve your relationship? Ask yourself what are the top two ways
that your partner really feels loved. Is it when you perform an act of service, like doing the dishes or running an errand, or
is it when you show them affection, or give him or her a gift? Or is it when you give a word of affirmation? If you don’t
know, ask your partner to tell you. Next, write those two things down and then choose to do one of them every single for
seven days. It’ll rock your world and rock your relationship.
What are the top two or three things that my spouse thinks shows love. Do one a day and watch relationship improve.
Why should I get married?
The True Meaning of Marriage
Do you ever wonder why we should get married? After all, isn’t it just a piece of paper?
Most of the world views marriage as only a contract. It says that marriage is when two people enter into a contract and
stay together as long as it’s working. Sound familiar? Our world also says it’s OK, and even beneficial, if we first “test
drive” the contract. Statistics show that forty percent of couples live together before they get married. This may sound
wise, but statistics also show that living together before marriage actually increases the percentage (40%)of those who
divorce and it increases the level of problems inside the marriage.
The Bible says that marriage is not a contract. It’s actually a holy covenant created by God.
To illustrate this concept, imagine a triangle. At the top point of that triangle is God and at the bottom, you and your
mate. Since God designed the covenant of marriage, wouldn’t it make sense that He would be involved in our marriages?
And wouldn’t it make sense that He would have the most important place within the marriage relationships? In fact, God
always intended for us to enter into marriage with Him as the head of our marriages. He wants us to rely on Him to
strengthen our covenant that we make with our spouse. He designed it so that when we enter into a holy covenant with

Him and our spouse we form a bond that’s inseparable, one that will hold us together through the ups and downs and
difficulties of life.
So here’s the game-changer. If you’ve never explored or evaluated the meaning of marriage, or if you don’t know what a
holy covenant means, you owe it to yourself and that person that you love to check it out. Two studies by Chip Ingram
that you might find helpful include “House of Home? God’s Blueprint for a Great Marriage” and “Experiencing God’s
Dream for Your Marriage.”
Living together increases divorce statists.
Covenant: Blessing.
Hint: It’s Not About Changing Your Mate
Is your marriage on the rocks? Do you often find yourself wondering, “If only she would just be more affectionate” or, “If
only he would clean up after himself” or “If only she would take more initiative” then our marriage would work?
The truth is you have zero power and zero control to change your mate. It’s a losing proposition.
We often think about all of the things that we would like to change about our mate and how he or she needs to become
a different person so they will fit better with us. But trying to change the other person just won’t work. So what can you
do to make your marriage work?
You can begin to improve your marriage by doing these three things:
1. Discover God’s design for marriage. Just like engineers design and build engines, God designed marriage in a very
specific way. To understand how to make your marriage run smoothly you first need to understand the blueprint, or
original plan for how it’s supposed to work. And God’s plan is found in His Word.
2. Remember you have hundred percent control over yourself and your attitude. Marriage is a system made up of two
people and God. And in order for the system to change you must be willing to change first. The best way to start is by
asking God, “How can I change? What do you want to do in me?” When you begin to do that, the system begins to
change and positive things start to happen.
3. Learn how to communicate effectively and resolve anger. All married couples have arguments and experience conflict
from time to time, but how you and your mate communicate through your conflict will determine whether or not you’ll
have a strong and healthy marriage.
And now, here’s the game-changer. Watch or listen the group study called Experiencing God’s Dream for Your Marriage,
which teaches you about God’s design for marriage. It also provides helpful tips and tools for navigating through some of
the common challenges that most couples face in their marriage.
Remember, your marriage matters more than anything in the world apart from your relationship with God. If you take
the time to dig in and do the work, it will pay off!
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What are Trails? Still here because God is working on you. Dan told God, “Anytime, place and cost!” You told Joni Bring on
the ministry work, the needy, the refuges.
Hebrew 12:5 my sons, Lord disciplines the one’s he loves. Teach > train up. Share in his Holiness.
You DON”T HAVE IT, knowledge for relationships with spouse, and God is taking forth in a way which will give you that.
Way out of a consequence is repentance. Way through a trial. Isn’t brought on by anything you did. It is for discipline is to
endure. If you’re not going through any trials - life is smooth sailing, quiet, well God’s children are getting trials. So are you
really a son of God? Are you really in the family, a son/daughter. If not your illegitimate, means son of a concubine. God
forgive us it we think we should be without trials. HIS love. respect > to turn.
Admit – truth. I am Not ( ).
Why chastening overwhelms us
We won’t admit.
Ok there is a problem, it is “them”.
*Problem and it is me, but it is not my fault. Guilty with an explanation.
We MUST”
Admit - the problem it is me.
Submit. - Working on our spirits. Bow our knee to him. Cut deeply get it all.
Results – No subjectivity from God. FOR OUR GOOD!
God has a good purpose in mind. A specific good. Satan condemns us on generalities. God works on specifics.
How do I make the MOST of his discipline. Later, it YIELDS righteousness by those whom have been trained by it.
1. Momentary - painful
2. Profit is eminence, barn of bounty, truck load of treasure, bushel of blessing.
3. Promise is conditional, to those whom have been trained by it.
Choice to sin, choice to suffer.
John 1:14: Whom the God loves (not a pampering love, but a perfecting love) he chastens. Discipline John 14:6 (God’s moving
toward us.) Biblical love.
What did the past 25 years teach you? Teach you about the fruit. God is about making fruit salad. Making fruit salad is a
messy business. Fruit all over, in different conditions, needs pruning picking cleaning, then all mixed together and covered in
the good part cream sauce (him).
God sent you a prophetess, rabbi, guru, shaman, proverbs 31 woman to help you through life and to teach you what you are
missing. God is trying to TEACH you to hold, stand, be there for others not in your own understanding. This means you have to
put SELF aside abide in the word of God and when dealing with other be about their words “their needs understanding. Not
the legalities of church doctrine base on God’s word.
Why trials? PROOF OF LOVE! James 1: To Christians in Asia minor. Count > Consider it all joy when fall (upon face) into
different trials. Life is short, journey is long. Show superiority of life lived in God. Not happiness. Joy a super natural delight in
the person of God, purposes, and people of God. Count: consider - press your mind down upon this matter. So we show how
we handle things differently than non-Christians. Calculate what is really going on.
Trial is a testing/proving of your faith. Testing of faith produces steadfastness (staying power). Trial separates the men from
boys, sheep from the goats, wheat from tares, and Everyone professing a follower of Christ, isn’t. PROOF: Fruits of genuine
believer is you keep going, you don’t give up, he whom endures to the end. When the pressure is on find out if your true
believer. Defection is proof of false conversion. Proving your faith. False believers flee in a hurry. People whom are feed
baby food in church, the niceties of dependence good God net, don’t have an idea of what he TRUE Gospel is about. WHEN
times get tough they are gone. (Leave their wives for younger, or her to carry the burden of life herself, not there for spouse
with problems, leave girlfriend because she isn’t perfect, doesn’t believe the exact same as you, .) So never really had
salvation. If faith hasn’t changes you, it hasn’t saved you. Testing shows you what you need.

1. Does you believe God in in control? If you believe it support with Scriptures.
2. Do you believe God is Good? And he has a good purpose?
3. Will you wait on him by FAITH until the DARKNESS becomes LIGHT? (Until you see (goodness) it?)
Staying Power: “hooPomae”- Remain under.
Testing of faith produces the ability to remain under the pressure (trial). When a child rebels, heart breaks into so many pieces we
can’t even find them, when sickness comes. Most people want to get out from under the trial.
GOD is trying to TEACH to STAY under (hoopomae)
A. Complain – not it
B. Lash out – on people around me. Revenge.
C. BAIL/Run/quiet. Bail from marriage, relationship - WORST possible situation. Or worse we FOLD - crush me, give up, not do
anymore.
Bare up under it, by God’s GRACE. God is trying to teach us patience, remaining under. WHY: The Nail that doesn’t remain
under the hammer never reach the goal, Christian whom doesn’t remain under the hammer of God will NEVER SEE the
Purpose God has for their life.
Why is the word that hits the hardest, hurts the most, lingers the longest, and the question that every follower of Jesus Christ
asks?

Five Lies that Ruin Relationships
James 4:1-10 Why do we fight with those we love. Cause: Your pleasure war (passions) [own lusts among you, envious(covet)
so you commit murder, from own ego & SELF GRATIFICATION (you want your own way) > selfish pride. Symptom is conflict
from Competing desires. Consequence: 1. Attempt to full fill our desires apart from God. You don’t have because you don’t
ask. 2. Use God to full fill our selfish desires(self-full fillment), 3. Frustrations within, and fights without = hedonism (SELF
GRATIFICATION) {If you don’t address: have marriages and children are all distant/separate from each other. Reveals: a.
Believe system that you have believed a lie. B. Then a Series of behaviors that cause us to get more worldly. C. We become
Spiritual adulteresses (people of the church) for world leaving God. (Hebrew 12: experiences.) And become God’s enemies.
Cure: humble yourself and God will heal the relationship.
1. Submit to God
2. resist the devil and he will flee
3. Draw near to God and he’ll draw near to you.
4. Cleanse your hands you sinners.
5. Purify your heart
6. Be retched Be miserable,
7. Mourn
8. weep
9. Let your laughter (haughty laughter revealing in sin) be turned to mourning, joy to dejection,
10. Humble yourselves before the Lord, and he will exalt you.
a. take God as your commander obey the known will of God revealed in scripture from the heart., SURRENDER.
b. Get tuff with Satan. Take a stand against. FIGHT. Armor up. I don’t want to be that, do that, see that, Where are you
weak. You won’t be dumbed down.

c. Get Close to God, Return to God. Peace not scudo peace. Abundant life to the max. Seeing the juke for what it is.
Protocol. Get into scriptures.
d. GET RIGHT with OTHERS. Cleanse your hands. STOP sinning.> Repent. That he may exalt you.

JUST BE RIGHT. DO RIGHT.
When life gets tough people start the blame game. Lies and Pain inflicted on you. Wounding Words
Is this true or not.
Critical, inaccurate, defaming, hostile, accusing, slanderous words destroy or ruin a relationship. How did it make you
feel? What was the situation? Object of people questioning your integrity? What happened inside your heart? What
happened to the relationship? Can you think of a good relationship that was destroyed because of this? Do NOT slander
one another(brother).speaking against Not keeping the law, not in judge of. BUT YOU who are individual to judge (him
it, ) your neighbor? Brother one another brother neighbor judging in a way inappropriate. STOP TEARING ONE ANOTHER
DOWN BY UNTRUE SPEACH. Fault finding, so others think less of them.
1. intentional exchange gossip, 2. Prayer requests to blank really shouldn’t say but x and x need prayer for 3. Under the
disguise of to get help for a person and you look like a victim 4. Third degree slander )
Why 1. If other people would shape up my life would work out. All see, so that the other people can change.
Avoid responsibility, justifying my behavior, be rejected if people hit home, mask insecurity, to get other people on my
side.
2. Perverse appetite for information (gossip) about other people.
We are oblivious to it when it happens, coming out our mouth. Pouring out spiritual toxins in the body of Christ.
One of most serious sins. 1. Demonstrates contempt for God law as a judge of it. (This is the way it is.) By lower what
people think of them by what you say. 2. Reveals in fact we are playing God by speaking against other. Gossip is 100%
untested truth.
(we Gods people) Evidence is how we love one another.
We each have different convictions. Royal law of love. How do we break the habit of playing God.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Develop convictions about speaking against others – same way you judge other will be used to judge you. Using
Assumptions. Break God’s heart.
Ponder the consequences of your speech.
Refuse to buy the lie that it is someone else’s problem.
Refuse to buy the gossip from others. Takes courage to say discussion is inappropriate . . . . Lets pray.
Talk less. When many words sin is unavoidable.

Yearly farmers invest in seed for a good crop in the fall; ranchers invest in cattle & hay for the offspring in the Spring/. It
is the same for relationships. You have to INVEST resource, time, energy into them to get a return crop. To harvest the
blessings of return.
Restoring a damaged relationship.
Until there is a consensus as to what happened is reached.
It is just another case of a rich man trying to use a woman. Publicly denouncing/devaluing their relationship at church ,
and intent to marry each other someday in public, at ranch, and elsewhere. Then the next day, announcing he no longer
loved her. Then a few days later his third announcement he was dumping her. (So the worst thing a man could do to a

woman happened three time in a week), then she has been a recipient of his hatred ever since. Won’t hear her out, or
reconcile with her. The woman whom ‘was to buy a wedding dress because her life was going to change for the best
soon, .”Dan. So the devil says. Oh, RIGHT! In two sentences Dan you showed me you’re a liar, unreliable, deceptive, not
there for me, won’t be there for me, and there is no future with you in the state you’re in, cold, unforgiving, selfish,
dwelling on fear, you have already judged, and condemned me to the position of a lower life form. Instead of the friend,
companion, & girlfriend that I was. Verses just enjoying my company. Enjoying my skills. Like I was of you. I wasn’t
focusing on your faults. And according to scripture your wife because of your comments for 4 months! So I packed and
left like nothing was wrong and haven’t returned or bothered to talk to you since. ( I tried to return your property which
you keep refusing.) I Let the loan for the ranch go. Canceled home reviews for other properties. Nothing in WY for me
anymore but bad weather.
You Justified your own actions in your own eyes without talking it over with me. Didn’t try to solve any problems or
look for compromise with me or just simply apologize and continue on with our relationship like you should have; just
discard someone. This is why none of your relationships work! But remember those whom turn away

God’s people end up in up living in a desert. And men whom sin against their wives; God
does not hear their prayers. Since you intended to marry me and kept talking as such to me. GOD witnessed
this; in God’s eyes I am your wife. As you stated intent to be so many times.
So repent via: Doing right by me (according to scripture and my say so.), atoning to God, and asking for forgiveness.
So he will again hear your prayers.

WARNING is Loving.
1 Peter 4 Job 23:10 When he has tried me, I will come forth as GOLD. Afterwards fruits of peaceful rewards.
“Suffering” will come part of Christian life.(all whom loves Jesus will suffer. Not peaceful all the time.
Guard your behavior.
Trials
Appearance of Godliness; but denying the power! Lack of faith, lack of belief that God is in control/sovereign. Putting
stock/power into fears.
Your are right, we are different: I live in the future. And try to focus on good traits of people so I can bare the negative
in them. My only prerequisites are in potential mates. Love of God abide in them, no alcohol or drug addictions, and a
regular job. You dwell and, live in the past, and coveting fear and fault finding to prove no future, to have an excuse not
to continue. That is why you denied our relationship at church and why you said you didn’t love me the next day. Even
after months of marriage this and marriage that from you. Your giving yourself depression and feeding fear by dwelling
on every little thing and looking for proof against the people in your life. TO prove them SINNFUL. This in a sense makes
you the righteous one, holy in your own sight. Not God’s. Your saying God isn’t sovereign, and you’re the judge abiding
over the Law of God. Hearsay. Blasphemy. Judging others for months has brought yourself under examination. Judge
yet yhee be judged and found wanting.
Running form conflict and adversity in relationships compounds the problems not solves them. “Stand firm” God said!
Those of you operating under the premise that a new woman must PROVE herself against an on slaught of ugly behavior ,
hostility, suspicion, denial, anger, hatred, selfishness and other SINS, to “PROVE” she LOVES YOU”. Is false thinking.
Would you go through that if things were reversed? For one thing God COMMANDS you to LOVE her biblically. This is an
action not a feeling. And she is commanded to respect you. (Not love you.)Novel idea plant seeds of what you want in
the long term relationship with every person you meet. And that’s what you will usually harvest.

Men being filled with the root of bitterness makes it nearly impossible for anyone else to respect you. How does the
making a woman’s days filled with mental and emotional hardship loving? How about planting seeds of joy in her?
If you are planting bitterness, fear, and go away, what harvest are you going to get back in return and for what purpose?
She may have to leave you in or to keep her sanity or health. Or if she isn’t married to you, leave until you are well.
When you’re in disobedience to GOD “you will go” mentally “crazy”. Practice Biblical love instead.
If ugliness is too frequent the only thing that can keep a woman respectful is a SUPER NATURAL Peace and calmness.
That is of GOD; not that your fabulous, honoring, or respectful company. If this goes on long enough people’s cries for
help with you will reach the Lord. God will saddle you up “load on your heart” and ride you with long set of spurs.
When wild horses are broke via riding they are “raked” with a long set of spurs. You will be ridden until you no longer are
able to carry SELF and PRIDE, you will be broken of your own strength and be gentled and open to God’s ways.
Take humans, especially males. It takes approximately 40 years wandering against the will of God/walk-about without
being harnessed/doing things God’s way. To come to God’s green pasture and fold. It often takes a situation of more
hurt then man can bare before complying to God’s ways, relationships with women and family before self-fulfillment.
Once man/wild animal tamed and trained you can be with another to pull God work/task for you. It is when the “team”
works in unison and no longer for SELF is when that the animal is of good use. The two can much more than each singly.
A team can pull more than double their own weight all day without faltering.

If only, the grass is greener in another relationship, job, church. False premise God wants me to feel happy, 99% of time.
Patience and perseverance is the key. Around a future hope that is guaranteed that the Lord is coming.
Don’t give up, give in. There are seasons to all these. If you bail out, you won’t receive reward. You get grace for today,
not next day.
To grumble means to build resentment towards another.
Intense suffering, difficulties, produces Christ Like Holiness in you. To a mature man. Other people and circumstances
don’t ruin your life, don’t get your expectations thinking Christ left you.
God will never speak more loudly or clearly as when you are suffering.
Seven Types of Men who won’t make good husbands.
1. Just because he sees love and marriage in your future doesn't mean he's sorry for hurting you that one time (or two
or three times). Though everyone screws up, being able to admit when you're wrong — and being with someone
who can do the same — is crucial to a happy marriage.
2. Hard time believing you'll be happy if you marry a repeat offender — especially if you were the cheated-on
3. Guys who are too occupied with themselves to do the occasional nice thing for you don't make solid partners.
4. Con-men are shady characters, and you never know when you might wind up in hot water for his actions.
5. If he loves his job more than he loves being with you (as in, he anticipates working crazy hours for the rest of his life,
whether or not you like it), you won't be the happiest wife on the block. It's not much fun having a partner if he's never
ever around.

6. house-husband has to contribute in some way to making your home a happy one, You'll grow frustrated with a guy
who does nothing more than sit on the couch.
7. A man who shuts down when the going gets tough won't be there when you need him most. Trust me: You don't
want a husband you can't count on.

How to weed out a Control freak or an abusive man.
1.
2.

Remove his control over you. or talk Break up with him.
Keep your family involved, and others. They will see things you don’t.

Just because I was sharing thoughts or making comments, doesn’t mean I had a problem! Or wanted you to solve
something. Simply sharing. As you shared your day and thoughts>. Why would I want to hear about cows, tractors,
irrigation, & “lower people in your life-those not good enough for your circle or to date-because they used to have social
ills”; I was giving you the respect of letting you share your world? All I am interested in is God/church things, scripture,
missionary work, healing, & some into Paso Fino Horses, lastly art Come with me to Dr. (March).
I only asked you for 5 things in 8 months:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

You’re Honesty- (February.)
Come with me to Dr. (March)
Pick me up after the car accident – (May)
Oil change – (July)
Stop sinning, and don’t break up – (Aug)

I was available anytime for you to unload on me, listen to your day, be your sounding board, etc.
MAKE AMENDS/PEACE by reading this and by listening to ALL CD’s and I’ll leave you alone. To deny talking to me about
our misunderstanding is to DENY EXISTS in YOUR LIFE to the extent you state. And for me to not SHARE with you what I
understand IS TO DENY Yahweh.
God wouldn’t have put this before you, me, US; if he didn’t think we could deal with this. TO deal with this is to be done
joint effort. Maybe this trouble is to teach us to be there & follow through for someone, learn to work as a team. WE
ARE GOD’s INTERVENTION for THE OTHER! You don’t see it, but I do. Different viewpoints doesn’t mean wrong. God
uses weak vessels who are willing. (Foot soldiers against 10k iron chariots. Your strengths are my weaknesses. And my
strengths are your weaknesses. Together we are complete. We think and live a lot alike, yet slightly different which
would keep us from boredom. Both of us are intelligent too. Everyone comes into a relationship with something. A man
whom drops to his knees in a field (where ever ) to pray or sing is a man after my heart. (July 2015) Joni, “Do you miss

Dinky?” “No, I MISS YOU!” Daniel. A woman up town says, “There is something that looks good on you Joni,” Joni replies,
“It’s called Daniel. LOVE is not a FEELING! It is ACTION, an action by decision.
( Feelings come & go. ) And back again. (Love and anger emotions also.) Anger is deceptive. Feels justified, speaks
rejection, causes feeling of lack of oneness. Happening because of what’s happening inside you, not outside of you.
From pride. Tension from unresolved guilt from past actions. Their disobedience & covertness refusing to deal with it.
1. Stop justify anger, 2.act responsibility,3. Inside you not outside-stop fighting consequences of this anger. 4. Deal with
guilt, 5. Forgive, repentance to God, seek meekness * gentleness like Jesus. Anger is weakness in carnal weapon.
A feeling of love doesn’t come before practicing biblical love, love feeling comes after practicing biblical love.
We were always able to
Talk, \
Work
\
Means I’d hear you out too when you divulge any information!
Share
>
TOGETHER
Lean on /
Travel /
Without any problems Daniel until 2 things
1.
You didn’t want to hear “______” (But You didn’t say anything.) But should have said something.)
2.
Took on sin, in ( You panicked.) It was only FEAR.
The change, difference, the complete opposite WAS YOU in you, your instability. Focused and dwelled on ALL the FAULT &
NEG you could find or dream up. (In fact you made a CAREER with the fault finding, and not just with me.)
You DEVELOPED YOUR FEAR vs developing everything else or What WE HAVE, We NATURALLY ENJOY.
(ALL it IS, YOUR FEAR.) or you desire to cheat.
And it hurt both us. Sin pitted you against me. You were the one making
such a hang up on dependability, responsibility, reliability from me. BUT you the one who bailed? ALL MY MALE FRIENDS
SAID YOUR WERE EITHER CHEATING ON ME OR PLAIN MENTALLY ILL/playing games. NUTS THEY SAID. Or BOTH? All I knew I
thought you had directly lied deceived me twice. The man that was talking marriage, the man I trusted with my future and
heart. The man that I thought was my boyfriend by his actions and language.
(Now we know your heart covets FEAR.) At our first disagreement where your actions were called into question Ionic!
Failed me spiritually and left me to fend for myself against Satan & world. This is actually what Adam did to Eve. This is
Satan’s plan (separate and divide) to keep people from being effective against him. Destroy relationships, couples, marriage,
He got 4+ kills in this time in one attack. You let him in, to feast on us. Man is supposed to disciple to woman; make sure
world & Satan know you are covering, protecting, be there for her. How Satan wins: teaches men to be:
1.

Self-Servers – predators full filling own carnal desires, even to the point of physical & financial danger including
homosexuality, etc.
2. Forever – boys in mind set, game players, sex and video games, sex and drinking/drugs.
3. Hard hearted – unyielding to his own rib.
4. Femininate – spiritually can’t stand up on to or for anything. This includes sterilization.
Remove the man, attack the woman, kill or destroy any children including future children. Then God’s people will cease to
exist.
Men are commanded TO LOVE God first, Next man is commanded as his #1 job: to LOVE Women. Put them under their arm
at their side. Next to heart. A safe place. To protect, provide all women in his world. Under this man is to disciple to
women. This includes being there through good and bad, wither you want to or not. If Satan can get any of the above in
place he destroys friendships, marriages/future marriages, kills many children before conception, kills many after conception.
Removes God fearing homes, adoptive parents, God’s people. Prevents a 3 note cord (God/Man/woman) from
holding/binding up his activities. Leave women and children unprotected target to devour. Man up.
Enjoying life with you comes easy and naturally for me. God gave me a peace over it, I could be myself.

(Unless I ate the wrong foods & noticed a inconsistency in behavior.)
To make amends for RAILROADING me out the door without the consideration of what happened.
Read the letters, and listen to the CD’s.
Chip Ingram says these will be of a help to you.
I’m at peace I had the opportunity to make amends, now.
Joni Lyn (means very spiritual pool of water at the end of water fall. The Jerimiah of the group, of faith in God’s word
directions for God’s people.)
Remember the King whom turned away God’s people whom passed through his land . . . . . . Exodus. And the result to his
lands even today. Chinese war ships are doing war maneuvers off the coast of Alaska 9-3-2015. (“Going home preparing for
War, spiritual war or war; OR both,” Joni. Only took 2 months for them to show on earth vs just spiritual knowing from God.
Used to take 2 yrs, now down to 2 months, 2 days, 2 hours, 2 minutes, 2 seconds. Let’s me know the time is ni.)
All that I am sending you I am doing so with the thought you are my equal, and as such I care about your well-being and this
is my insight. Doing so with love wither I am able to convey that or not.

Whatever God starts he finishes. Very good things can happen from bad starts.
Instead of questions to weed me out of our relationship via fail me with fault finding questions; you should have
focused on questions to find out what I needed to succeed. Or to find out what I thought about a specific things
vs weird questions designed to freak you out. You eat too much fear. YOU COVET FEAR. A negative generated
by your evil imagination. My male friends kept saying you were cheating, unreliable, and a nut case! I went as far
as believing you were playing games because of the flip flopping mind/behavior and the dishonesty I was picking
up on, on at least two occasions. SO KNOCK IT OFF, repent. MAN UP. Cover her.
What we had was common lifestyle (youth & adult), interests (youth & adult), upbringing (youth & adult), common
beliefs(youth & adult), common work ethic (as adults), and physical attraction. AND the big one 7/8 the same on the
Briggs/Meyer test. Mentally and Psychologically the same. This is more than what it takes to make a great marriage. (This is
as high as the standard to get marriage in the 1940’s. If it wasn’t this high they’d discourage it.) What was missing was
mental and spiritual stability in you. Satan has attacked your mind. THE 1ST THING HE DOES IS TO CAST DOUBTS ABOUT
OTHERS. Including ABOUT JONI (BLINDS THE MINDS OF PEOPLE SO THEY CAN’T ASSERTAIN.) (No person can give you this!
Your under spiritual attack, so am I, it wasn’t the time to abandon your mate/friend– you fell for Satan’s scheme.)

{Root of our trouble was SATANIC OPISIM to our union/marriage.}
You’re practicing carnal negative relationship styles verses biblical; communicating only to shop or dispose of people, looking
for excuses to dispose of them. We had hit a point where it was time to actual building verses sizing each other up. As you
note, I spent 6 months pouring into our relationship in all areas. Laying grounds of love and kindness, gentleness, SHOWING
APPRECIATION, concern. And opening up in all areas! You should have been doing the same.
What you should have been doing is asking how my childhood, and youth was in detail, how I cope with hardships, etc. and
opening up about yourself in depth. Letting me know what I could give you to help stabilize you, asking what I actually
needed to grow and develop also. Then we would have grown closer.

IF YOU LOOK FOR FAILURE, YOU DEVELOPE FAILURE AND CAUSE FAILURE. If you find weakness in metal, you weld it, brace it,
bolt, mend it together. The same with relationships especially ones you want long term. You already sentenced me to death,
out of your life because of your fear and suspicion why would I stick around after you publicly denounced our dating with
intent to marry? WITH OUT your recanting said public announcement! Without your firm stand, without your commitment
to being a boyfriend. (Where would you be when real trouble came? Where would we be as a couple? Nowhere, is where.)
If your real intent was to marry me someday you would would/should have stood firm, covered me with biblical love; spoke
your true intent and not dump me. You’d already dropped me in the pit of trash with the wolves, until you practiced biblical
love it doesn’t matter if I am in WY or ND. Until you practice biblical love your cold as ice. Barb had 11 years of that. Until
you can GIVE. There is no place for any woman in your life unless she wants to be used and dis-guarded. Just as you were
able to destroy our relationship by tearing down the walls, you could rebuild it. Only by practicing biblical love, and covering
me. It is for the MEN to build a relationship and for women to respond back. I was responding back. You weren’t building
after you were on dating site surfing on July 5th . I think you were dating two or three people. In which case, “dating me with
intent to marry me some day” was a crock of shit! Do you see yet why you (ADAM) were in question and why you need to
step forward and take a stand to save our relationship instead of putting the responsibility on the woman. You stopped
communicating mid June, always an excuse. If you’re not there for the woman what makes you think we should sell
ourselves for sex, or just a bed and meals. If you’re not going to be in the relationship why would anyone want to be there?
Instead of the self-professed “strong man”, you’re a self-centered coward. A true strongman, and brave man would have
step forward filled the gaps of misunderstanding and straightened out those misunderstandings and restored peace for both,
restored understanding for, restored our relationship INSTEAD of DESTROYING IT. Made sure girlfriend (tended wife)
recieved the grace of God through this. (Grace of God trough trial means make sure they don’t miss “submitting” to the trial,
go through it in prayer, scripture instead of white knuckling or accepting defeat. That no root of bitterness grows and springs
up as a sin.)
That’s what a real man does. {My father was that type of man. And he wasn’t a Christian until 6 months before he died.
Wither he felt like it or not he did it. Mom, our neighbors, the children, relatives, he was always there to defend, help, and
serve them. And he was the poorest of men but gave and sacrificed the most for others of our community. And we all miss
him very much because he was a KIND, loving person. Vs selfless.}
Anyone including men, whom are only putting on a front, as in your case. Don’t give, they take. Hence they don’t develop
love in their hearts for others. Self-centered.
Ephesians 6 10-20 10-12 Be strong in the Lord. Power from Lord what he told us about Allow yourself to be continually
strengthened in such a way that the power in you give you the strength to win the battle.

HOLD YOUR GROUND!

Put on the armor of God. Schemes of devil to take you out , tempt you, fill your heart with half-truths,
Struggle with invisible war: spiritual forces of wickedness. (vs get thinking it is circumstances, and our mate.) Thinking
everything has to do with Satan on demons or nothing has to do with demons.
5 truths
Invisible world that is just as real as visible world. As real as gas vapors. 2King 6: 15,
Daniel 10: 2 contents/2 realities Arch connection between the invisible world and the visible world. (Angel doing battle, delayed, though prayers were

1.

answered – THOUGHT 1st – he cast doubt on you. Impact in the visible world. Your world view.

2.

We are involved in a cosmic war with invisible forces.

3. War with Satan, and his goal is to destroy us and the cause of Yahshua. Terrorize our soul, make us impotent as a
believer, make your life one of misery, and spiritual defeat. (Looking for someone when you’re at a vulnerable point)
Seeking one of God’s people to devour. Convinced us God is a cosmic vending machine and the goal is to be happy to
love Jesus, give money, be nice to other, push right buttons, be morally clean everything will be easy. (Personal
fulfillment.) [The lie: Happiness Cult. God is my self-help genie.] God does help us but it is in a battle spiritual field.
Authority of scripture/authority of Yahshua.
Satan who is he? Major player in all of scripture. Created spirit, an angel-cherub type, highest created being, created
perfect, had a heavenly estate, job: guardian of God’s glory, Occasion for his sin: he was made more intelligent, powerful &
beautiful than anyone other than God/Yahweh. Nature of his sin was PRIDE.
25-30% with demons Christ contacts were
with. Defeated fore, at the cross Jesus defeated the work of the devil, victors in Christ, thanks be to God we walk in his
triumph, we have the power and resources to resist Satan and demonic attacks,
1. Just a created being
2. He can be resisted by the Christian. Resist the Devil and he will flee from you.
3. God places limitations on him. We cannot be touched beyond what God would allow and this sovereign purposes
protects us.
4. WE DO NOT FIGHT FOR VICTORY, WE FIGHT FROM VICTORY! (a. You are from God. Greater is he that is in you
then he that is in the world. B. Our faith, he that believes he is a son of Yahweh through Yahshua. C. Blood of the
lamb, word of their testimony, didn’t love their life even onto death.
5. Submit therefore to God, resist the devil and he will flee from you.
[I will ascend to heaven, I will raise my throne above the stars (angels),I will sit on the mount of the assemble (rule), ascend
about the heights of the clouds(have the glory), make myself like the most high.(God’s option) ] Seeks all that is good, and
reign.
What power does he have? Respect but not fear him, or preoccupied with. Make sure we are not hardened, embittered
hearts. Lest we are not aware of his strategies or schemes. Unforgiveness, deceived minds that break marriages, divide
churches, cause depression, repress, destroy your body.
Satan: adversary Devil: liar, Lucifer: star or shining- beautiful and attractive, winsome, deductive, Delziabub: lord of the
dwelling, Belile: false God, Evil One: absolute corruption, tempter, too much food, perverted sex, good to evil and
destructive. Prince of this world: system, get you to believe. . . , you’re not with it yet, accuser of the brethren, trouble wife,
dad, Christian, Father of Lies: Plants doubts. Provoking sins. Tries to discredit all.
Filled with the Spirit: wise talk, don’t partake with people of empty words, doing disgraceful things, Make your life count to
the fullest most of the time the rest of your life, time, and talent right now. Wise lives filled with holy spirit. Baptize-holy
spirit one time seals us a child of God. Then immediately in dwelt. Commanded to filled with the Holy Spirit. Being
continuous filled (soaked) with Holy Spirit. Their character dominated by Holy Spirit. Cleansed anything that contradicts his
ways – confess & repentance conduct change turn from., wiling to yield MYSELF to Christ,
No drunkenness (soaked) of anything else in life. Wastes what God has given him. Letting skills go wasted.
Daniel Hampton; Satan’s first move is attack your mind. (“We feel so ~desperate for relief that we say we are not doing this
anymore.~ Daniel) that is Daniel Hampton; Satan’s first move is attack your mind. (“We feel so ~desperate for relief that we
say we are not doing this anymore.~ Daniel) that is when God pulls out the big guns.” James McDonald THE 1ST THING
Satan DOES IS TO CAST DOUBTS ABOUT OTHERS. Including ABOUT Joni Lund (He BLINDS THE MINDS OF PEOPLE so THEY

CAN’T ASSERTAIN.) (Your under spiritual attack, so am I, it wasn’t the time to abandon your mate/friend– you fell for
Satan’s scheme.) So now a more serious injury/loss is coming,

{Root of our trouble was SATANIC OPPISSION to our union/marriage.}
We treat getting holiness like is a medical syrup. If I refuse a trial (discipline), if you refuse to go through a trial for sake of
comfort, God will pull out the big guns and you get to a very bad place in a hurry. Trial >finger pointing/ blame shift/Denial, >
discouragement > (displacing pressure under angle/resisting =’s) dislocation > bitterness. God Lame (limp) be HEALED (get
lesson). Peace with all men for the holiness without which one man can see the Lord. You operating according to God’s
instructions. Holiness (without which no one will see the Lord): Saturating presence of God in your life. *(Those on the
salvation boat, needs holiness to be on SAVED LIFE boat trip. Grace of God trough trial means make sure they don’t miss
“submitting” to the trial, go through it in prayer, scripture instead of white knuckling or accepting defeat. That no root of
bitterness grows (distorts how you see everything.) and springs up as a tree - sin (defiles them/defies others/torment – leads
to Godlessness (burst forth into profane living); your sin will then find you out, sexual immoral or spiritual fornicator
(unfaithfulness to God – things of God means nothing to him). Beware unless there be among a poisonous plant, blesses of
himself though he walks in the stubborn of my heart. Refusal to be happy about it. Root of bitterness-clouds how you see
everything, cold callous, twisted. Get right with God when I am ready. Foolish spirit of God will not always strive with man.
Profane living leads to disqualification, poof you never really loved the Lord. Can’t resist, rebel and come back to God at will,
do you think that is better than me, then God turns you over to your desires until you choke on it, and leanness into souls.
Afterward, (material objectives) he was rejected (reprobate) of God. Talking it, not living it. Verses seeking to submit fully,
TODAY, don’t know if you’ll get another chance, or a tomorrow. Repentance – God grants, to those whom willfully accept
those things God has allowed into your life. Understanding your “thorn”: splinter of wood causes a lot of pain, God is not
causally related to events that happen when we sin. Allowed by God sent by Satan or our own choices.
Loss, no children, family, season of adversity,

etc

We are free of bondage when we know the truth-does it for us. Truth of the cross. Through if you give me your life.
Charge to a Man of God Conduct in church, Flee from greed, Godliness to get gain, Pursue: 6: Righteousness - conduct in
Gods will and is pleasing to God. & Godliness – piety,
(Low view of preaching from others - but if we think God will speak through the mouth of others it is another thing; people
head and apply it better.)
compassion, kindness, Godliness, etc Repent and give back,

We are commanded to LOVE. LOVE your brethren. This means so long as they believe the basics of gospel scripture the rest
is not necessary to preventing division in the body of Christ. Division in marriages, families, and communities. Therefore, put
aside your prejudices, judgments, condiments, snobbery, superiority of another and narrow view of each.
Different faces and body shapes, different complexions & cultures, different in strengths/skills/gifts, different in viewpoints &
understanding reading, writing, & arithmetic, different in viewpoints, understanding, & level of presence with triune of God,
Different attitudes & behaviors, different needs & desires/wants, different hopes/dreams/goals, etc.
So if everyone has the same looks, skills, strengths, desires, dreams, and needs.

You wouldn’t score high on any bell curve, on any median or intelligence test.
We’d be bored, narrow minded, slow to grow or invent, slothful, could do very little, slow to discover, in deadlock with wills
of others, clothing, food & housing shortages. Little stimulation. No one to full fill our needs, desires, requests, no one to
serve or wait on us.
As we’d have nothing anyone else could want or need.
Differences in us is like a palate of color, a rainbow, smell of a full banquet, skyline,
Love must be sincere, honor others above you, patient in infliction, live in harmony with each other, don’t repay evil for evil
(retaliate),
If you attack let’s say your girlfriend whom you’ve voiced the intent to marry many times; then with a public announcement
in front of your 300 of your buddies that your just friends, and then the next day tell her you don’t love her. What happened
to the months previous where she was so great “fabulous” you suggest marrying her regularly? Why are you angry and hurt
you “don’t love her.” Why do you expect her to continue talking to you without your initiation? Or anything else without
your initiation? The big WHY are you even ANGERY at her? You got her hopes up, for a life of love and happiness, family and
your companionship. You failed her not the reverse. Did you find out you loved her afterwards? Maybe you shouldn’t play
games with people’s hearts/minds then. Well - go reverse the damages you caused by not standing by her. By not covering
her. By not treating her like a woman. Someone to be guarded, cherished. What does your cold, selfish treatment of her say
about your GOD? So instead of “too different” Briggs and Meyers test proves otherwise. LOVE thine neighbor’s differences.
Like she did of you . The Rib.
THE 1ST EFFECT OF SIN in the family is MURDER and VIOLANCE. False worship- violence,
Effects of sin is to hate God. And to exploit other people. (same as Communism)

Puts their best foot forward,
Domestic Violence is
Domestic Abuse is pattern of coercive or controlling abusive behavior that is used by one individual to gain power and
control over another. This is done by using frightening behavior, intimidating, terrorizing threatening blaming, injuring.
Pattern of abusive ways of relating to usually the wife or the girl friend, the woman in the relationship Including emotional
abuse, spiritual abuse, financial, withholding of medical equipment or access. Any way you can get power and control and
maintain it over someone in an intimate partner relationship. Use bullying, jailer, head worker, persuader-cries liar and
abuse: denies. 1 in 4 families. About having the POWER and CONTROL. (Fear enters marriage.
Most often a man. These narcissists are so good at the game they hide it from everybody.
Most women are having to choose between being homeless and staying in an abusive relationship.
Emotional, psychological, stays there forever, you don’t forget those memories.
Man #1 Example is food wasn’t up to his standard, hot, or served when he graced the door he would take the food and put it
into the dog dish and make his wife eat from the dog dish like a dog while he barked and yelled at her from the table with the
children watching on.

Man#2 Another said husband(a Christian) took her visa; then had a contract which said if you don’t have sex with me two
times a week . .. .threat. If you divorce me I will say your abusive to the child and you will not have our child. She not a
Christian, she started to read the Bible and found that this was horribly wrong and started to stand up for herself.
Both of these men when light was starting to show on their activities, they spun out and went to different churches and start
claim of Christian got themselves new victims.
Men that abuse do 2 things: 1. DEEPLY Deeply INSECURE men! 2. Masters in BLAME shifting and PLAYING the victim!
These types of men unusually escalate to physical abuse at some point if the emotional, psychological control and
domination doesn’t work. they will frequently escalate to the physical and see if that works.
Other men whom are abusive actually flip flop that: early on in the relationship they will do something physical to have a
marker and say don’t make me angry or that will happen again so....
Men start the mind game early on, the default is Christian women especially feel a past shortcoming or sin put this abuse on
them like if they hadn’t sinned they wouldn’t be getting punished by their husbands. Outside the grace of God-mind set.
Man’s fun or run principle and Happy happy theology is in direct position to Biblical LOVE, scripture and what makes
relationships work.
ONE WAY to weed out male control freaks or abusive men is to tell him you want to wait and not marry right now. Or
thinking of breaking up. The controlling man will get angry, blame her, and then the abuser manifests.
Ladies invite many people into your relationship. An controller or abuser will work hard to isolate you so you have no
backup.
Breakup with them.
Watch how he treats his mom( ) and waitress (is how he views women in general. Always complaining about service
beware.) including racism or other prejudices.
Those types of men will then manifest themselves and get NASTY and threaten you.
1. Modeled to them as a child. Seen modeled. Trained to overreact with his wife.
2. Insecurity because of woman’s success, or accomplishments Man has a need to control something so her.
3. Intimacy – scared of being vulnerable. Keep the person whom sees them the most held in control.
4. Anger problem – NOT an issue. Abuse in places where hidden under clothes/hair. And when others not around to
see. Including negative comments.

Date in a community environment because there are so many eyes, more objective,
Fundamental churches and churches at large. The more conservative the church more abusive the husbands tend to be since
they are expected lead via dominance.
Distorted views of scripture cause men to take license to abuse.
Men are called to give up your lives (living) to protect your wife. Wife is too submit. (Give respect to his office.)

Men get no answer to their prayers is because men have dwelt treacherously with their wives.
“The Book it is my fault?”
To act like the abuse sin isn’t happening is not servicing anyone (or God) well, and acts as denial, the pressure is very strong
for women to deny what is happening to them because of need for housing; for kids, leave violence: plan of action, God,
leave who believe me, man is church officer, or powerful in community, controls the money for rent, medicine, school,
housing, transportation, they feel trapped, feel terror, anxiety whenever he is around, .feel towards him but start looking at
his behaviors., domineering, humiliating and how they related.
A man whom is abusing a woman is not a husband but a master. God only holds us to staying together in the condition of
marriage.
Scripture says Husbands love your wives and don’t be harsh with them. Cherish and nourish.
Harshness can turn into abuse. So cunning so sharp, so persuasive,

Signs
1. bully- glares sulks and shouts.
2. Jailer-prevents you from working or seeing friends, keeps our in house from friends and family, lock spouse, no
cell phone, don’t let them f give
up emotionally and physically
3. Stalker especially doesn’t like family around.
Judges: too fat, too tin, ugly,
4 . Persuader: says he loves you to get his way, threatens to kill himself or hurt the children, plays poor me.
5. The liar – denies any abuse, says it was only a slap, blames drinking or drugs or not having enough sleep
6. Bad father- says you are a bad mother, uses assess to children, turns children against you.
Denies hitting you, but assures you that if he hit you he’d kill you. Put that in her head that death was always an option for
her.
7. King of his castle - treats family like servants, expects sex on demand, controls all the money, He abuses you and
won’t except no for an answer. Sulks unless you give into what he wants you to do.
8. Head worker- 9.
Anyone two of these any you have typical abuser. Personify how the abuse can magnify likely see a number of these
by course of his life.
How women feels, behind closed doors terror, in fear, and pain. Yet in public, she sees how good he is at deceiving others.
Who is going to believe the women, some of these men are so duplicity and deceptive. Devils use in laire. Duplicity it not
your friends. Isolation is not your friends. Safe place . Is it my fault?Make a safety plan

8-17-2015
Christ says there are two houses:
1st built on sand-person operating in fear: rejection, & anger. Looking for fault, failure, any reason to quiet, or to hang
someone for sin or else’s sins before others VS talking to or working with the other person through the problem. Very
judgmental of other people’s pasts. This type of person feels that if they can’t cope or love, other people can’t possibly be
able to either or be doing better than them spiritually. Does surface judgments vs getting to know a person enough to see
and know the other has dealt with the past, healed, or has recovered from. The mindset is I don’t measure up because of
what I done in the past. Why continue a future, will be as bad as past, hurt again, why try mentality. Panic attacks sign of
spiritual immaturity.
Operating out of self-performance: expresses that other’s don’t love them, see themselves as unworthy, lack of faith in a
relationship if any ripples or changes. Performance orientated. Suppose to have a Christ like emotional response.
2nd Built on the rock: Grace, Free, needs. Worth is separate from your performance. Work, Christ, & your union with him.
Inquires of other in depth so as to KNOW the other person vs surface understanding. Don’t value themselves based on
personal performance, or the opinion of others.
Here is what your living; by fear instead of faith has brought about.
Since I believed you to be a man of his word, a man whom wouldn’t say something he wasn’t willing to back up.
{ March 2015 ”He puts his left arm under her neck, wraps his right arm around her side . . . .” “ I wanted to meet the woman
whom holds my heart!" (May 5, 2015 “I intend to marry you someday”) “would kiss me even if I was covered in cattle poo.”
“did you buy wedding dress again?”(June/July) “you look good in white” you look good in white”(July), “your life is going to
change for the better real soon (April), (July) comments and questions about my moving to WY, “our” this and “that” on
ranch, adding onto the ranch house question/discussion.” (July) “I am going to marry a woman whom loves God more than
me,” Dan. Joni said, Well you found her. I love God more than you after his announcements of not loving me. I ‘m going
home to prepare for war,” dan, *”spiritual or war.” Joni “spiritual, or war; no - both.(spiritual attack with Dan, and felt
knowing of the Chinese War ships- I went home to abide in GOD/pray.)” (July), *”Come to see Joni in August, have me come
down to spend Christmas with him. Maybe fly.” all quote DAN Hampton himself). .” I asked if he would go dancing with me
someday, Dan said” yes.” Dan (May ) Dan nearly grabbing holding me and kissing me when he entered the hotel after my car
accident.” * my moving, I looked at property to buy, secured loan, my buying home in the area-both, putting in a job transfer
application, I asked if he would go dancing with me someday, Dan said ” yes.” “I am a Very strong man.” (July 2015) Joni, “Do
you miss Dinky?” “No, I MISS YOU!”, Daniel. A woman up town says, “There is something that looks good on you Joni.” Joni
replies, “It’s called Daniel.” “Said he won’t abandon me in any need”, only took a week for Dan to deny me, and dump me
when he was called in his deception.” No steadfast nature in him. What I didn’t count on was a man faking a relationship or
lying when he said He didn’t love me two days in a row. Whichever is the truth. First in church; then at breakfast the next
day. But his hatred is proof the Love of God doesn’t abide in him. But has very self-serving heart. His hatred is either he
discovered he loved me after he ran me off, or he is a bitter without the ability to love intimately.

I was looking for a continued building of our relationship, not ending it. What I did in text was voice my fear based on you
behaviors verses what I wanted to say. What I wanted to say was ask what was going on? Why? How to work on, etc. So
we were on the same page. Or could reassure each other.
Problem: Did Dan Hampton means any of those things he said above? Or was he playing me for a fool and using me?
Problem: Acknowledge how you hurt me according to my view of what happened “see comment in church”, so he is aware
not to do it again (make aware) (apologize specifically).
Problem: THE COMMENT IN CHURCH {said to me at the time you: 1.abandoned me, u traitor, disloyal, 3.dishonored me,
2.playing me, Eve. Hence my comment, “You took on stupid behavior lately.”} PUBLICLY DENYING AND DEVALUING OUR
RELATIONSHIP and me, I took as a personal case of deception and that you were making a fool of me for the sake of gaining
money. Or a rich man playing games with the feeling of others because he could. (My male friends describe you as simply: as
jackass behavior.”) I felt betrayed in a big way. Eye opener. An awakener, why should I just keep pouring into this
relationship if Dan isn’t going to build it with me? (Why should I keep footing most of the expense to travel, wear and tear on
vehicles, use up vacation time, put my work on ranch aside to help Dan, stock his cupboards/refrigerator when I come out?) I
decided the dispportionate giving of time, and resources would have to be evened out more like the relationship coach said
to do. If you don’t continue to cover me, you are saying nothing has changed in you by God other than your salvation.
SO I BACKED WAY OFF – what I was doing in text when you thought I was breaking up with you. You were acting like a
boyfriend and husband in all places except Zion church. (Left me to fend amongst strangers there, too.)
Who had your back when you attacked her in public? Joni
I covered your back when you lied at Zion about our relationship, anyway.
I made sure you didn’t lose face in front of your peers with a comment or a scene.
Until you took sin in you were able to “talk, listen, and enjoy my company! In all departments! I calmed you,” Dan.
(I had 3 ice cream choc peanut bars, 2 spicy chicken meals with spicy fries, and drinks on the way home – these in my system
did not help! Makes me compulsive with less control!) verses not drinking or eating for 12 hrs as the usually trips to and fore
went so I didn’t get any unclean foods.
“I eat too much? Too well?”, Dan. If you call eating meat once a day or once every other day, eggs 2 times a day, go green
once a day too much. I guess so. As I said your imagination is WAY off.
Here is what your living: by fear, instead of faith has brought about. . . continued.
I CAME OUT TO WOMING the last time, WITH A pre-approved LOAN in the amount BIG enough to buy the Worland Ranch!
Everything that happened Aug 1st was a direct result of your fears which lead to your changed behavior and the comment in
church publicly denying our relationship. And not seeing that others growing and changing would also be good for you.
Much later it dawned on me; you may have been sincere with your comments and intent. But never voiced to me directly. In
which case the sudden attack of anger, and hatred against me made sense (unless your angry your agenda failed) despite
your claim you didn’t love me yet. Men kill and destroy when angry. So kill your own rib? I don’t get it. I may never know –
you don’t share thoughts. Or you wouldn’t have over reacted as you did if I was “just a friend” as you claimed.
This being the case, dealing with this like we are has to change!
If you meant those things you said above for 8 months, forgive me, FIREPOOF ME, come get “she.”
You keep mentioning how unworthy You are. Why? How? Where does that come from? People who say “they are
unworthy” are saying they think they don’t measure up compared to others. Self-rejection; rejection talk from where Dan?
Or manipulation from you?

The going through relationship books, counseling was Dan’s idea, & relationship chicken soup mine. I put it into action with
mailing them. I sent books which I thought would be good for your men’s outreaches. And your Missionary work. And I
happened to read them first. What happened “to our discussing the reading and sermons we witnessed with each other”, as
you stated you wanted to do? So did I? That is why I was always collecting information. Now if the subjects where touching
“home” in your soul/heart you; be glad God sent someone to help you heal. Someone receptive to God’s urging.
We have hit the spot where the newlyweds hit. Where marriages fail or succeed. If they turn their backs on each other at
this point (every new marriage has this period) verses taking the time to know each other in their pain and distress and give
to help the other; the marriage fails. Vague comments don’t work with me; direct questions, and comments made with
reason for comment works when clearing up misunderstandings, in depth talk over does.
COUPLE? Trouble was - No joint plan. Made together. You took it upon yourself to decide many things without ever
consulting me. I went of what you said floats for you when you were sharing in Spring. I had no say you just presented
____________ without ever discussing the changes to our life or where we wanted to go or where you were deciding not
taking us.. ??????? I couldn’t guess right what you up to.
The dating period is to develop positive ways to deal with misunderstands and issues like these. Verses cut and run. Being
you were talking as if your intent was not to cut and run. SO DON’T! Act scripturally instead. Get to know me. Let us heal
each other. Let us become deep friends. Let us be more than a Mexican standoff. Let us build.
This will then be different than what we experienced in the past, as we would be both taking the burdens for the other.
Showing biblical love for one another. Vs Lust Love, in the dating field. (You turned me on mental, spiritually, & physically.)
I think it was the same for you too. People are not automatically “in love”, neither am I. (I care for you biblically for reasons
you don’t understand. I made a conscious choice to care about you, too. Good, the bad, the ugly.) The “in love” comes from
time: good and bad times together.
You pride yourself in being so “proper” Godly in your life. Act like it then, verses a carnal man.
The spiritual; battle you are in is from your unresolved past, not me. Projected upon me. But you gave me the full blast of
your hatred and anger. I realize I hurt you. I am sorrowfully SORRY for that! I am not saying I was good or right in this. I
was wrong to hurt you. Both failed once. Past failure does not guarantee future failure. Actually the opposite.
Resolving the past is not stuffing it or shuffling it around by being busy. Resolving the past is grabbing hold of it when it
comes up, putting it in the light by voicing it-what, why: expose it, ask for help and learn to lean on the other not in sympathy
but in chiseling away and carrying, a hug, etc. It is the continuous chiseling away at it that brings down those mountains, and
strongholds. One day, they are as if, nothing. But it doesn’t happen if you don’t involve others. Or the people whom to
seem to bring up those feelings/stresses are not involved. This is where you must take responsibility to do so. This comes by
being vulnerable, open, honest, and being in the scriptures too. Have to face pain of shattered dreams – to get well/healed.
Chip Ingram said so, his CD’s tell you how.
We got along great for 6 months, and then suddenly you did a complete flip, because of fear. Change in your spirit – took on
fear, doubt, & anger. Then you saw ever thing complete opposite, when in truth nothing changed other than your sin state.
This is what happens when we sin. I stayed constant 6 months. When a person is in sin; spirit checks are faulty & they see
others negatively. Best things in life are after forgiveness.
We are no different; we are the exact same people we were when we met and enjoyed before. Literally.

Believe me, I know you have faults. It is that I approached our relationship in a healthier manner most of the time. That is I
was not focusing on your faults, but on the particulars of your personality, life, and etc. that I found positive and intriguing.
Which is most of it.
I turned my back on your “garbage digging, to catch others up to. . .. “
Spying on people with binoculars, and through window/
Who appointed you church or God detective or police anyway?
Looking down on other people because of their pasts, races.
Low self-esteem? Strong man or self-serving, putting on pretenses?
What is the BIG deal with letting each other know what to do or not to do? What to give or not give?
Sure beats guessing doesn’t it?
Not something to have a nervous breakdown over. I will let people know what I don’t want to deal with. I say if I am MAD
about something or not. And I clearly state what I won’t let cross a line. I clearly state what I want help with or wish to
happen. Just because I open my mouth doesn’t mean I am angry, or want you to do something about it, or it is a national
emergency. It is conversation usually. Thoughts. I listen to you talk about stuff, should I declare a national emergency
because you said something? Rarely am I angry. Usually I state the parameters of what I can deal with then walk away when
angry. Problem: Instead of running to the church with our problems, first lean on me. If I fail, then go to church. If you
don’t want to talk as often you need to say so and why. Or ask for different subject today. You need to pick the subject too,
so you will be more comfortable. You need to get your own talk time. You just need to ask for it. If I was given a time table
for your absences on the phone, etc, I am able to go the length of time a task entails. Eg: 4 weeks to hay, won’t be talking at
nights, etc.
The more two people communicate, the better they will be at living sacrificially. Minimum 2 hours a day for couples to
succeed. Without the chit chat type. They should be coming up with ideas, understanding, & prayer.
What is wrong with a 50 your old wearing a promise ring of purity verses a 13 year old?
What is wrong with a woman finding/having/or adopting a child? You know how many babies are left in the trash? Especially
since Dan, asked about if “I was willing to let him adopt an Indian boy he knew.” If you’re adopting children, what is the
trouble if your girlfriend has the same mind set?
Speaking of mindset: almost everything I could come up to increase or improve the ranch; you guys were already implanting
at least part-time. And we value the same things, I just don’t go around putting the spot light on my servitude to God in
public. My servitude isn’t important, but God’s servitude is. We understand and think the world is going in same way. So
much for “too different,” Dan. I see cup half full, lately you been taking the pessimist view. I am grateful and feel blessed for
what I got. You’re using a world measure to measure peoples worth to you. I could care less if you think I am valuable or
not. It’s your personal problem. My value is ONLY based on God’s value of me not my ancient bloodline. My lineage only
means I carry more responsibility for others than most people. You have a warped understanding of me, I am far from weak,
and probably the strongest woman you’ve ever met. Maybe someday you’ll no longer be married to your”SELF” and you’ll
let others care about you. Vs secular dating. Our relationship is like your beautiful painted wild flowers right now, scratchy
but beautiful.
If your expectations ARE that NO one lets you down – your setting yourself up for failure – hurt.
However, shattered dreams are agents of growth.
Think about the whole picture: Abnormal is where people in a relationship don’t fail each other. Differences in how gender
relate to each other is a problem unless direct questions and comments are asked often in the beginning. How genders
relate and what they value differ. Have to learn what the other values. I was focusing on the positive of our relationship and
how to ADD to YOU, in personal help, in finances, understanding, cattle, estate, etc. Men must learn to share what they are
thinking, and ask what woman is thinking or they guess wrong a lot. They must be willing to divulge information freely
before being asked. Some people may not think to constantly ask you to give information, I am the type that thinks people
will divulge information they want understood or automatically info for subject.

My full intent and actions was to AWLAYS bring YOU an INCREASE of some type. Daily goal of mine to find something.
Imaginative acts of caring. This is what scripture teaches us to do. Who had your back even after you attacked her in public?
If you want true love, follow the scriptures; not your carnal desires or carnal will.
You were given the “how to” tools. Use them.
True love = a person thinks more of the happiness of another than he does of himself. Who was willing to travel, sacrifice,
change their whole world to be in the area? Answer: Joni
*****************************************************************************************************
Problem: Just shutting me out of your life without us discussing the situation (not RIGHT) especially with all your
references to GODLY actions and references to getting married from you.
Involving the church with a discussion with just you, not RIGHT, Scripturally it should have been BOTH of us there or on the
phone talking about this --- What you did was uncalled for, Dan.
Soon after a person loses the will to listen, they lose the desire to talk. (This is what affairs are made of.)
Didn’t take you long to do to me what you did to Barb. Which tells me you have a spiritual problem. A SELF problem.
Went to a man to know what a woman was thinking and church verses talking to the woman/person themselves.
No one knows what another thinks, unless they clearly state themselves when addressed.
People with depression run other people off; intentionally. Then they don’t have to deal with issues. Your friend didn’t take
enough lavender to do any good. Once isn’t enough for more hard core depression. And when you’re fighting God the
lavender won’t help.
FEAR JUNKIES – believe fear is protecting them from getting harmed or hurt. When in reality they are NOT TRUSTING GOD!
Daniel the Judge, Jury, and Executioner of what will and not be in a relationship. Having the only say in discussion to breakup
via your own understanding which is CLOUDED with fear, criticism, and pain. (Double minded.) Very much like Sharia Law,
vs scripture. Verses our understanding of the whole picture. Instead of talking to me first, you go to the church.
Use everything to avoid or to shift the pain/blame to others.

This, with the one below puts you in the abusive man status.

Do you know what I want out of life, so that you know what would be good for me? NO. Therefore can’t make decisions for
my future without consulting me. Suppose to be more like suggestions then leveling the here you go on someone.
The healing power of God’s grace when couples determine with God’s help, to channel their energies into reconciliation
rather than using up their resources on finding imaginative ways to separate from one another and dissolve that which God
has put together. Dan asked if I thought God had put us together? YES I said, I still believe that.
Why Love should be a SERVANT of OUR WILLS, a reminder that WITH God, failure is NEVER final. Love is a
decision to care verses “a feeling.” Commitment to ACTION is KEY . . . . when a relationship goes bad it is from NO CLEAR
PLANS stated JOINTLY by both. Including getting the skill set.
We were ALWAYS able to TALK, WORK, SHARE, TRAVEL together without any problems Daniel.
Until 2 things
1. You didn’t want to hear “__”
2. You panicked.

The change was you. FEAR! All it is. Is fear. Maybe fear of yourself control.

If it is

such a big issue for you to be normal maybe you should consider going for counseling with a person trained in counseling abusive men.

Let your fear be a starting point not an end. I didn’t leave you.
Being up front and talking about what is really on your mind, would turn things around, keep us out of trouble, prevention for
what happened before.
This way Joni isn’t trying to fill in all the gaps of thought. You have a warped understanding of me, I am far from weak, and
probably the strongest woman you’ve ever met. Just because someone can’t handle a stalker by themselves doesn’t mean
they can’t handle other things that come up.
Appears Dan has never really committed to being a friend with any woman or more, including for Barb. That is why Dan is
habitually (out of reach.) DAN SUGGESTED but Never committed to going through the books and or counseling. Not
committed to read or study. JUST RUN - AVOID. How much time does it take on a certain night assign “X” amount of time to
above? Or ex amount per day? A person can pull of 10-15 minutes to 30 minutes a day when they make a point to.
Seems Dan isn’t committed to building anything with any woman. Is going on the pretense it just happens or is handed to
you. DOESN’T JUST HAPPEN, Dan. Especially if you want an intimate friendship. It would be no different with any other
woman. Because the short fall is within your heart, faulty religious beliefs, knowledge base, or skill set. This does not make
you less of a person or not a man. You need to develop the heart to learn, to give, to grow, to learn and then commit, take
action to build. No one can give you heart. God can. People can help point you in direction, help resource you, be there
when you need them. When men are angry other people are objects of wrath vs raised up. Commanded to forgive “to hate
a brother is to murder.” I didn’t drive to WY for my health, or comfort. But to build a friendship, love, hope, life with YOU. I
was putting in 100% until I found out I was the only one Building, investing, in a life together. So what was the point of
continuing if you’re not committed to building a relationship until we loved each other. God blesses when both practice
biblical love, I did out of respect & commitment. (This is the point where the other person covers the one blown out of the
water, by injecting time, energy, money, activities, conversation to continue a relationship. Express want to continue
working on and seeing each other, continuing. Then follow through with suggests on your own power as promised. To give
the wounded one, hope and goal. It’s called covering them. Life. It is like when a rancher finds a down cow. You refresh
them, the watering and feeding often brings them through the hardship. A feeling of love doesn’t come before practicing
biblical love, love feeling comes after practicing biblical love.
Thoughts of unworthiness, not measuring up, are from Satan. You are the only one with those thoughts about you!
Did your mother or father do too much for you as a child so you felt inferior or incapable?
Do gifts would make you feel inferior? But they shouldn’t. And if they do, you should let people know so they do less for you
so you are more comfortable. If you think I am valuable or not. It’s your personal problem. My value is ONLY based on
God’s value of me not my ancient bloodline. My lineage only means I carry more responsibility for others than most people.
Where your parents critical of your work, or performance?
Your didn’t acknowledge it or you?
Do you gauge yourself, by your success by performance?
Before you say, “did I look out for what I loved? “ “yes, daily.” Except one day I failed, & on that note someone failed me too.
SO what. Couples pickup and continue on together when that happens.
This is how long-term trust friendship & having each other’s backs gets developed.
SO the first time someone has a human failure you’re done with them? How often do you fail? Fail others? People whom
expect others not to fail them, are setting themselves up for shattered dreams.
The only thing that bothers me is being physically hit or threats of it; everything else in life is small potatoes. I am more
concerned by my Heart’s state to God’s standard, then a narrow minded view from a man or woman’s standard. I am FREE

of pretense, legalism, not concerned about fitting the church perfect appearance. I’m genuine: 1. so I am not a nervous
wreck full of worry. 2. So I can give & receive Love. 3. Can talk to anyone. Generally when someone says “can’t/don’t love
me.” “unworthy” it because they are false, fake, somewhere; so they see themselves as a liar, therefore thinks others are
liars too. They don’t trust others. Self-loathing. I made a conscious decision to Love you, good, bad, and ugly.
Dan, people (Dan) get uncomfortable when the growth process starts a “new in them”. When you resist the changes God is
putting you through = stress & nervous. Depression. Peace from running away from something/(not trying) is not “peace of
God. It is giving into Satan/sin.
I get hyperactive when I eat foods I’m allergic to. That is not nervous. The disease you have, is it a form of arthritis where
spine fuses and the body loses muscles? Do you think woman should just accept that disability? Or should we dump you
because you’re defective imperfect too? How about the panicking? Anxiety attacks? “Roam around at night, Dan.” Is that
another term of spying, womanizing, or peeping Tom? Worrying yourself sick and running?
It was enjoyable when we talked about scripture, read some & studied & prayed together!. Why did you stop? That is 2nd
trait I want in a man on a regular bases. 1st born again – salvation. 3rd drop pray or song on demand. 4 . .
For clarification: I never stated I was adding onto your house. (May, June, & July) You were making several comments
suggesting you add on, than about mistake old people make big house, and then finally you said Barb wanted to add on to
house. After your panic attack you denied everything.
Did it ever dawn on you God removed Barb, to give way for God’s intended for you? To prepare you? Because God wanted
more for you. To take you to the moon and back. Barb didn’t leave you, you left her long before, by avoidance.
Yearly farmers invest in seed for a good crop for a Fall harvest; ranchers invest in cattle & hay for the offspring in the Spring/.
It is the same for relationships. You have to INVEST resources, time, energy into them to get a return crop. To harvest the
blessings of return. That is how you build LOVE.
You stated you’d do it differently with me! THEN DO IT. Swallow pride and fear. Confess, ask for suggestions from me.
Study literature & CD’s (was your initial idea for us to do, so far I was the only one studying regularly.) Apply with
informing me you are applying “____”. Becoming ONE comes with practice.
Allergic food: red, cherry flavor, caramel flavor & color, chocolate & flavor, yellow #5, MSG, glutamates. Makes me up tight.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Unworthy, shame, guilt, rejection, anger, fear all stem from a spirit willing to give Satan their blessings cause they bought a lie.
Trying to teach a double minded man (sand in wind at the moment) have to love scripturally & hold him accountable for his conduct
so one day his words match his actions. You made it crystal clear in church we weren’t a couple; even though for 6 months you
acted like it & said otherwise; even 2 days prior church thing – yet you can be cold & closed against me now? Your sins against me?
Some people have nerve to look down on those with more spiritual blessing because of what they had to go through or race, not
realizing they are healthier than you, or maybe that’s the fear of that realization – for the compartmentalizing & judgmental. So not
open to anyone else. Up in your ivory tower. With a silver spoon in your eye.
Do I think Dan could ever commit? Or Love. Could if he practiced biblical love.
If you’re not in my life, don’t give me a bunch of compliments, it is insulting under that premise.
I didn’t abandon you! Doesn’t seem you let me in, in the first place. May be started too, I don’t know.
I spoke of biblical love. (I am able 2 like, enjoy & love U as a whole person because I not picking U apart 1 fault @ a time, focusing on
faults & using your faults to condemn other person onto your own righteousness once you think they are found wanting.

6. Women, & children are hurt the most by men not being there for them. Abandoning them is the worst thing a man can do.
7. I’m here for you as a friend.
8.
9.

Doesn’t look like your dealt with your first wife loss yet. So not open to anyone. I recall you dumped me without opportunity to
discuss anything.
You’ll never heal if you only keep people around who enable you to not deal with things.

10. You don’t trust God or do you? Prove it.

11. Is it your goal; is “What people might think?”
***************************************************************************************************
Before you think God’s not in this ask these questions of yourself.
On you own?
When?

Would you have done any of this for yourself?
Without being put to the task?

8-10-2015 Dearest Dan -->(“Serve you, mercy, & forbearance?”) (“God use me – anywhere, anytime, at all costs, Dan”.)
I FORGIVE YOU! It isn’t right, your refusal to return communication, church not responding scripturally or to foot washing
ceremonies, and to hear me out so . . . .Problem: devaluing our relationship in front of the whole church, by denying I was
you girlfriend, (verbalizing your lack of commitment & value for our relationship), { It screamed saying you: abandoned me,
traitor, disloyal, dishonor, playing me for fool/playing rich man games, Eve”} , when in private & out on the town, we acted as
such and talked to hopes to marry-both, (*Dan comments) *March 2015 ”He puts his left arm under her neck, wraps his right
around her side . . . .” “ I want to meet the woman whom holds my heart!"; (May ) Dan nearly grabbing holding me and
kissing me when he entered the hotel after my car accident.” (June/July)*”did you re-buy wedding dress, *you look good in
white, * bet you look good in white, *your life is going to change for the better real soon, * my moving, I looked at property
to buy, secured loan, my buying home in the area-both, putting in a job transfer application, *”our” this and “our” that at the
ranch, *adding onto the ranch house, etc. *Come see me in August, have me come down to spend Christmas with him.
Maybe fly.” I asked if he would go dancing with me someday, Dan said ” yes.” Joni driving out monthly approx. 12 hour drive
when I can’t stand driving over 1 hour at home-so you could keep ranching. Sacrifice for US. *”May 5, 2015 *I intend to
marry you some day.” You put thoughts of a future with you in my head from your own mouth over and over again, Daniel.
YOU. Not my imagination. If these comments weren’t genuine - than you were practicing witchcraft. Putting thoughts in
people’s heads to manipulate them to think a certain way or to do a certain thing. I passed the church inspection ROYALLY!
We are God’s people at least I know I am. Smooth sailing in life shows that God isn’t perfecting you, hence a sign may not
even be a Christian. Or just plain running, a spiritual child. Dan, “I’m not a very good liar, No one ever believes my lies, so I
don’t lie.” (March2015) The implication is since he is always caught he no longer lies, truth is he lies all the time directly to
your face via deception. (This is way he is a nerves wreck with all the lying & trying to show what he is trying to pass off.)
Constantly implying a future and or marriage. Then immediately do a complete flip 2 days later when tired or has another
women of interest-not so up on his behaviors. Then say “I don’t love you.” I directly asked him once because of hot cold hot
cold; and so I wouldn’t be driving 800 miles one way just so a man could play games. Dan, “I intend to marry you some day!”
He said his brother Justin doesn’t like him. And neither he or his parents spend much time with Justin. Then a quick he
drinks comment (That was to distance his brother and me, and to discredit his brother. Secrets are safe that way. And Dan
has a “sin police” quality that could become an instrument of abuse.) Maybe his brother doesn’t hang out with you because
you practice jackass behavior and your parents enable you? (Controls or abusers blame > blamed his ex-wife for his actions,
use extreme > appearances of being very religious to disarm woman into thinking safe.) (Remember this man was glued to
me like fly paper everywhere except in a couple of places: Zion Church Worland & Ten Sleep ice cream parlor. But on the
restaurant side chummy the two three times we ate there. Every once in a while he’d have this tone like an unyielding knife
to his voice (very hard and deeply cold) even in situations that were casual and unimportant (sign of upcoming abuse?). Later he’d
appear generous and warm up some. Deep down he was always distant. We could feel it. He’d say one thing and the vibes
wouldn’t match. Actions at time where there, but would sometimes feel hollow. I’d then wonder if he was playing games or
he’s pure NUTS.) I think it tired him out from his pretending. He’d stand and watch me sleep. (About his having feelings for
me IN March & fabulous woman “the HOOK”, Constant statements referring to us marrying “the line” to Reel her in. About
his TRUE temperament: when I tried to straighten out our first misunderstanding and suggest or should we break up as he as
giving off get married and breakup signals in one week. When I avoided/confronted his PLAYING, DECIEVING, SUDDEN
marriage, THIS THROWS A CONTROLER OR ABUSER OFF: their true temperament will come out. Dan turned into a mad dog
with rabies. Became the coldest person I ever met, and proceeded to hurt me as much as he could emotionally and

completely shut me out of his world & threatened me. {Doesn’t seem like actions of a man in love enough to go through
with the MARRIAGE and a life together. He was constantly eluding too does it!} FAKER! Wouldn’t hear me out, refused to
converse in any way except for the THREATS HE LEVELED ON ME. He’d mentioned before it took 14 yrs after his divorce
before he could date. And I was number 2 or 3 in that line. Prior to that he had avoided his wife for 11 years, except during
time he wanted sex. Literally avoided her even on Holidays he’d go to fields and leave her and kids with his family by herself.
That told me in the beginning there were going to be something mental to deal with. In fact, it was So bad, his father would
come out of the house in his briefs and scold Dan for his behavior. Dan wouldn’t go to church with wife and family even
though she wanted to, but when she left him, he was there all the time. Now in beginning was that way when we dated, then
he stopped going. (Dan would suggest for me how to pray (“physical posture not to use-not done there.” Ooh controlling?
NUT CASE?) Next it would be how to go to the bathroom, etc. until on to home base prison.
Bathroom story: while I was there I fell in the toilet because he left the lid open. So the next day I stated not to leave the lid
up because of this experience: from past where I’d gotten drenched in toilet water & so did an entire “polished bathroom”
Floor, walls, ceiling, tub, sink, and me. And the jerk I was married to laughed his head off at my miss fortune and I knew that
if I didn’t clean it all up before going to bed I’d be harmed for it. Plus I also had to bathe. SO this whole cleaning process took
over two hours. The point was I didn’t want to relieve any of that memory especially getting filthy toilet water anywhere on
me. (Dan could not deal with this, he kept mentioning I was angry with him.. I stated “NO I am not angry, nor was I. I would
be angry if I fell in the toilet after I told you this story in the future. I Let you know so it wouldn’t happen & why so you
remember and be kind,” Joni. He kept using this poor me mad at me for the toilet as a way out of any responsibility for all
of his other actions. (The toilet was off my mind immediately after the talked to Dan the first time. Dan carried it around like
it was the end of time doomnation. Including his FAKE intentions to have a relationship. Cause he brought the toilet
incidence up as the reason I was talking, is he breaking up with me or not. WHAT????!!!! That came out of right field. No,
it was those cutting cold tones, only thinking of himself unless woman was tired of his lack of participation in the relationship,
SELFISHNESS, distant vibes he’d give off, one sided giving & one sided sacrifice. All his marriage and other together talk and
then denying relationship at church. (Request to not have our picture on facebook under the reasoning that my X would use
that as an excuse to harm me.) NOT A FOLLOW THROUGH GUY! He bragged what a dependable, strong, follow through guy
he was over and over again. (More bait. Verse a true part of his nature.) This is the type of man that would turn you in to
Nazi soldiers during war for the reward and benefits. Even if you were a spouse or family member.
8/3/2015 Realization he’s a poor me whiner manipulator and this will crop up in other areas when I hold him accountable
for something !!!!!!!!! Enabled mother coddled baby because of the feedback I saw/heard from that department.
About late June early July, he had asked when I was going to give him the money for his ministry work, and if his kids would
get the money if he died. I said No, my kids would get the money when He, Dan died.
Accept MY SINCEREST APOLOGY TO YOU! Forgive me for being selfish, worrying assuming you didn’t have any feelings for
me after the comment at church, I was trying to clear this up via texting, and doing it BADLY. It was delivered very
insensitively (actually blundered out) (what I was afraid of) verses what I wanted to say. In my pain it come out badly. I
failed you, failed to look out for you, and for this I am deeply sorrowful. I Do below so:
A true friendship admonishes; cares enough to tell you about things in your life that other people didn’t dare say. Puts our
relationship on line. Speak the truth to you; requires being able to forgive; share many mutual concerns/interests, try to
meet each other’s needs, risk rejection & pain with transparency & honesty, willing to confront, share my needs, was there
for any needs you mentioned, serve gladly, ask forgiveness; be forgiving towards the other person, admonish. Disclose
needs, drop: pretenses, fears, running & let people get close. Lifelong choice to be a friend for an imperfect person Genesis
2:24. Make sure the other person is aware of their value to you.

Building true intimate deep caring friendships and/or marriage requires: OPEN hearts-required, Transparency-required,
receive praise and criticism – gladly, gladly listening, aide spiritual growth, align relationship back into alignment with
scripture, care about you enough to bring stuff to your attention, takes time to build friendships & good communications,
admonish, motivates us, we change, feel you can say anything, built on backs of failures and successes. All these things don’t
come over night or at once they are built upon with daily practice. Allowing your prospective mate to fail, or succeed for you,
and you for them. Finding out about each other: health likes, dislikes, hopes, dreams, strengths, weakness. Realize that full
filling goals of valuing them for each other daily may be missed at times, there for when you need me.
Gal1:10 Be servant of God, not a pleaser of men. Regardless of whom it offends. Proverbs 27: 5 & 6 Better is open rebuke
then love that is concealed. Faithful are the wounds of a friend, deceitful are the kisses of the enemy.
Admonishing one another: is seeing something in life that doesn’t align with scripture and we speak the truth so we can all
become back into God’s will. (This is what I was trying to do when I hurt you.) 1 Thessalonians It is a command Colossians
3:16 so we mature in Christ. We all have blind spots. We are all weak. Do you ever fail? Ever need help? Ever ASK? Should
it would help your health. Why you so afraid of other people helping you? Won’t even let others help you on ranch.
What did I have to eat the night before our disagreement? Candy bar, 2 ice creams cones with chocolate, nuts, caramel, fast
food fries and burgers with the works. This time instead of going the 17 hours trip home without eating, I ate. Helps stay
awake. A big no, no. What happens when I get too much glutamates & additives? Until it is out of my system. Chemical
reaction. 1-3 days kick in or ware off.
One never matures as a Christian, if they can’t hear God talking to them through other Christians.

True Love is TO give to a person what they need the most despite whether they deserve it or
not. Describes my actions towards you. Love is a choice, not a feeling. We choose to love, to respond back in love.
Emotions of Love feeling go away, true love gives, sacrifices: time, money, energy, and lived with inconvenience,
continually so we’d have a relationship.
You can never say I didn’t truly LOVE you. I did, I do. I showed it continually. You don’t know what true love really is.
You are going to find, that true love and a true match in another woman you won’t find.
The only thing missing in our relationship was your commitment, your mental stability, and sex. A lot of your instability is
from false doctrines, your practice of deceptions(witch craft), seeking lust vs showing love. All carnal practices.
Otherwise it was a complete God send. “ We were the complete packages for each other in every way.” I was also the
“Proverbs 31 woman.” So why is it we are not together? Your reasoning behind this is?
No point for me to stay in WY if you weren’t going to try. Now I have to find someone who can biblically love, commit, and
share themselves, even though they aren’t my match. How is that going to work Daniel?
I gladly did for you regularly: Pray for you regularly, (still do), send resources for spiritual & life growth(still do), and for your
mission work, daily I think of you. How to increase you. Affirmations, daily keep in touch, address concerns, sent card 2-3
times a week to let you know your special, sent treats & gifts, tried to increase your wealth where ever possible, and new
ideas for ranch success, helped with your health, would try to meet your needs that I was aware of, gave sacrificially, made
you my sole heir(no strings attached) – so you could continue your missionary work, laided down my own schedules to take
time to bring happiness and joy into your days, time to listen to you, served you gladly, was transparent, open hearted, 4
hours sleep daily, drove out, stocked your refrigerator $176.00 food, keep you in treats $25-$50 a shipment, did the driving,
carry your burdens when you gave me the privilege to, allowed you to fail and succeed for me, looked out for his health, let
him have use of my wisdom to do better in life, listened when he was in the mood to talk, willing to be in the trenches with
you, genuine friend, 100% genuinely myself, generous, too. (A biblical woman), treated you as if you were valuable to me
(you are worthy in the areas where I need you to be), from day one I let you know how important and serious I took

relationships as a couple, I was changing everything in my world to be there in your world. I was looking for simple stable
commitment & communication from you to justify moving to WY, Not someone hanging on me 24/7. Show the other how
much you valued them. I did weekly. Doing things for you, and giving you things was never done with strings attached. Only
to brighten your days. Should try it sometime. Brightening someone’s day.
You have $12k in $100 bills on your kitchen table for miscellaneous expenses and travel, yet you wouldn’t pay the gas for me
both ways. Tells me you are into using women. You’re a player. You suspect I’d be in money last trip in July but not any of
the other trips(told me your sinning with others or spiritually). I moved them when I cleaned your house. Your money
wasn’t what I was looking for. Commit to our relationship was. Until you can trust; and stop looking for fault to quiet on
someone over all your relationships will be killed by you. I spent over $6K plus; on the trips out there and on you for the 8
months.
With my Inattentive ADHD, understanding & communication are necessary if I eat the too much of the wrong things. Blurt
out involuntarily all the time. Very honest, was a plus in your book remember!
Wounded people start thinking “bad” situations. Seen a complete reversal in you after I hurt you too. (Means you care.)
Sorry! I regret hurting you every day. There hasn’t been any discussion to clear up our misunderstanding; that isn’t right. No
questions as to what is going on. WHY . . . . ? What is wrong? No one asking how can I help. No foreclosure by you to
address your needs, health optimization, or your health options. (Something you need to do when you are in relationships to
stay healthy and do more then take up space.) You owe me this. The past, Does not Equal the Future.
Love is not about finding the right person, but creating a working relationship – together with openness. We have many
common interests (God, church a lot, teaching, ranching, country life, lifestyle.) It is not too late for us. I am the same
woman you were learning to miss and you are the same man I had come to see as my hero, “friend”, dependable partner,
handsome dude, fun conversationalist, intriguing man, prayer warrior, rancher p. t.,.
Continuing our relationship at this point will strengthen our relationship by our willingness to care via scriptural love, and via
commitment. You came through for me in so many ways. It is about how much love you build. Roman wasn’t built over
night, neither is anything else worth having. I withdrew so God could deal with US.
Are you trying to build friendships or expecting them to just happen? How was this any different with me? Do you believe
good friendships are automatic? Casual relationships just happen, but they are not in depth and general don’t last. Devoted
loyal friendships are not found, they are built on the back of failures and successes between two people over and over again.
The continual retrying and traveling down same path again.
We succeeded for 6 months, we made memories together, before first misunderstanding. Why, because now we are starting
to work on details: where we stand, permanent things, our issues, moving, and our needs in our relationship. Makes us
vulnerable. Requires understanding. We are only different in our expressions of some things. (Probably gender viewpoints.)
Our relationship has been a top of people priority since I committed in April. I am absolutely intrigued by you. Plus, this is
the first time in 34 years a relationship fits my view of one, my morels, mind, body, spirit, eye and lifestyle, verses what life
hands me. Free to be myself to boot.
I feel obligated to talk if Dan isn’t.
How can we withhold forgiveness and friendship when Christ forgave all we will ever do? Christian adult duty is to make up
& be friends. Children play the never speak game. Forgive – talk out what it did to us when the other does “___” This is how
friends and togetherness is made.
I am asking you to forgive me.
Cover me with your protective arm, strength, gentleness; rebuild our friendship by developing a deep understanding of
each other via disclosure. “Fireproof Me.”

Don’t abandon me.

Don’t let our first disagreement be our last!

I wanted to meet the woman whom holds my heart!" Where is that man? Strong steward show up.
You own me a KISS, and loving me for the REST of MY LIFE!
With both of us being totally open, transparent, and voicing our value to each other in our friendship it will reverse
everything. This is good it puts us to a mature positon. Our roles and life courses can be discussed. This can be the beginning
of a deep intimate relationship verses dating. Prove God heals, does miracles.
Prayer requested for us; your prayer requests accepted, and letters to be friends accepted.
Joni Lyn

“Be of good cheer daughter, you faith has made you well,” God 08/24/2015

Joni Lund at 1295 1st ST S, Carrington, ND 58421-1905
PS Everyone that has met us when we’ve been together in public has stated 1. How well matched, 2. Natural we are
together, 3. How comfortable we are together, 4. how we compliment each other. Even the Native American waitress in
Belle Fouche stated, “he loves you.” Remember. Shae was just beaming across the table too. Other people see it, why you
have chosen to let fear rule you? I can not understand.
No one loves each other when they get married. Because rarely does both people dare to be themselves. It is something
that can only be built over time as they build it. The man’s job, not the woman’s. Means getting help, resources, training.
People say when they marry – God’s will. When they divorce – God’s will. When in the truth most people not in God’s will
and don’t marry whom God intended. Many leave those God intended them to be with. God’s will is usually those who’s
strengths we are missing; those whom will cause us to grow; make us reach, then make us fly beyond our imagination/visions
to the moon.
TRY THE HONEST TRUTH!
Ask FOR help when you need, Ask for understanding & clarification when you need it! Clarify
what you say when you say it.
Men come in with agendas and thoughts of self-fulfillment/self-serving.
Woman come in believing a man does or should love her. Most women know what that is, most men don’t.
Most women go get help, most men don’t.
Dan should have been footing the gas for my travel to see him. I was putting in my vacation time, haggers of travel, wear on
vehicles, etc.
What is Dan doing? What about Dan’s verbalizing: >*March 2015” I want to meet the woman whom holds my heart!", (May )
Dan nearly grabbing holding me and kissing me when he entered the hotel after my car accident.” .” *did you re-buy wedding
dress, *you look good in white, * bet you look good in white, *your life is going to change for the better real soon, * my moving, I
looked at property to buy, secured loan, my buying home in the area-both, putting in a job transfer application, *”our” this and
“our” that at the ranch, *Dan adding onto the ranch house, etc. (July)*”Proverbs31 woman, the whole package in your eyes.”
”People were constantly telling me you were in love with me. SO what changed? What changed in your thought process? What
were you not willing to deal with? Feelings ebb and flow. People don’t “feel” in love all the time. That feeling goes away if a
person isn’t operating in a manner which feeds those feelings. It takes someone saying give me, and someone willing to fill that
need. It takes someone asking what do you need, and someone willing to fill that need.
Looking to find failure or fault in the other person is a good way to kill the feelings of love for them with in you.
September 3, 2015 Reported on Christian radio; Chinese war ship were doing war maneuvers off the coast of Alaska.
A missile had been dropped on the USA, “dead” missile, no reports of who’s is thought to have dropped
or launched it. Old one from the 1980’s. Why it this being kept SO quiet?
( Dan I said “ I was going home to prepare for war, or spiritual war. No, or both, both.” July 27, 2015) This is

what I was talking about. See the : “The Staff and Sword Ministry.com” reports, “Sheep Gate” reports since 1980’s.
I remember in July when you said you’d come and get me if war broke out in the USA or if the stock market collapsed.
I said, “No, you won’t. For some reason Dan, you won’t come, Joni.” (I actually knew why, God had shown me you choose not to come
intentionally. Which I thought was strange for a man speaking of marriage.) However, at the time you then “swore you would” & that you’d
“never leave U”, Dan.
Less than 3 weeks later you completely reversed all your comments when I called you on denouncing our relationship in church.
Now you state, “If you even set foot on the yard you’d have sheriff haul me off.” HUFF I think. What is with the sudden shift?
This smells of fear, hard heartedness, selfishness, vengeance and now hatred for some reason.
It appears you don’t want true friendship just female diversions, and a woman to deceive. A woman with out a past doesn’t exist,
and if you find one you end up with a woman with no copping skills. Also fears life like you. Yet you want her to be there for you as
a true friend vs help her through life. One sided like that would make her your mother not spouse.
DAN WAS the one whom said we were JUST FRIENDS, in front of 300 people and then the next day suddenly said He didn’t love me.
Complete opposite of his behavior, actions, & marriage hints for past 7 months. I think he had a sexual affair in July 2015. Then
tried to find fault with me to justify himself.
What Friends do
and
what lovers/mates do.
1. Call before 11PM talk 30- 60 minutes (other people to talk too and things to do; lovers and mates talk for hours; 5-8 hours
like we did.
2. Don’t lean on each other; we leaned on each other whenever we sat next to each other – always. Driving or walking down
the road, in prayer at home, at breakfast/suppers, in church, as we walked.
3. Don’t give massages; which turn the other on like we did; then have to fight going sexual.
4. Don’t talk in a bedroom voice tone through the floor to each other good night or at night; like we did.
5. Don’t stay awake for hours just to have contact with each other. See each other, being with each other somehow.
6. Friends don’t caress each other when near each other or in public as showing affection for each other; like we did.
7. Friends stay cordial; we exchanged gifts, notes, flowers, hopes
8. Friends don’t caress an arm or neck; like we did.
9. Friends don’t sit or hold each other when walking; like we did.
10. Friends don’t fear the other Not being around other than not wanting them to die and be missed; like we did.
11. Friends don’t go on dates as a couple like we did; but in group settings, public places, and in church.
12. Friends don’t have sexual looks, touches, caresses, feelings to deal with like we did.
LOVERS AND MATES HAVE ALL THESE THINGS.
I AM NOT GOING TO CHANGE MY KIND, GENEROUS, NATURE BECAUSE YOU ARE MAD AT ME. (Why are you mad at me for your
sins, fears, weakness, confess them and let’s move on.)
I THINK you are CONFUSED! Afraid!
Does the LOVE Of God not abide in you?
Are you going to stop trying to make me pay?
Are you going to truly love someone, or just chase LUSTs?
We are Different YES I am willing to talk out my pain and misunderstandings, I live in the future.
Daniel doesn’t then he is depressed ,burdened,and guilt ridden and nasty. He lives in the past.
It is a matter of PERSCECTIVE! Both right, both wrong, neither wrong.

